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Fischbein, E. THE INTUITIVE SOURCES OF PROBABILISTIC THINKING IN\
ClifD 1)DREN. Boston: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1975.

.

Review prepared for I.M.E. by TIMMS A. ROMBERG, University of
Wisconsin - Madison,, USA and DAVID PIMM, The Open Ainiversity, England.

Introduction

-.°)

..

This is a thought-provo ng'book by an eminent psychologist

involved in the study of hum thinking. What Professor Fischbein h

to say should be of interest to researchers and graduatetstudenps in

mathematics education for several reasons. First, r'{ is abo6ti

mathematical intuition, a topic of considerable interest which has not

received enough slhOlarly attention. Second, the ideas grow out of and

are an elaboratiON/of aspects of developmental psycholoram,

Fischbein't analyses and findings should be of interest tq cogni)ive

°scientists. Third,probability is a topic gaining in importance in

mathematics. MathematiCS educators should be interested in research
-44

findingleabout intuitions related to the reaming and teaching of

probability. Fourth, Fischbein, in contrast to many psychologists,. does:
- .

not view mathematics vimply/as acollection of_concepts to be mastered.
t

ile sees mathematics as a,language and set of ideas one uses to reason 1

. .
.

-about problems. Thuat.mithematicians will find this a sympathetic book
C .

totheir ideas. An< d finally; for these reviewers,his book is a' rare 1
I

AOcument in that it.portrais the features of a real research program.

For novices; too often research constructs ana'metbods art portrayed in

.terms of single studies, sighificant findings, etc. Concentrating On

results from single studies distorts Ad process of inquiry. Real

research involves models.of phenomenon and a series of studies depigned
$ %

to clarify, or answer.questions about the phenomena. This book, although .

..

not Witten
,
to portray the features of research program, does it by

example.- For all of these reasons, we.believe this volume shouldtbe in

I

all mathematics education libra*es.
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Organization and'Eurgose,of the Book.

I

7

4 ".

..

Following a.brief laudatory preface by Hans Freudenthal, the book If

P r .., ,..<----
. A

.-----.-

contains,eiglit chapters and four appendices. The lattdi are not really
..--'-----4.% -

.

..: A

appendices,but are reports of. four studies.which support the ,hesis of
II

\--
the acquisition of intuitions and illustrate the process 9f i quiry.,

I :

. / .
,

. .
. .

. - II'
Preface. Professor

.

Freudenthalkcontrasts Fitchbein's notions about' .0.
. -.

the acquisiti6n of intuitions (learned rather than inbuilt) with the
4. ,. .

e . 11
usual.concept attainment

I
point.of view. He suggests a shifting of

stress om concept
.

acquisition lqreasoning. He argues that this is

desirable within the matheiatics educationcommunity. 'Furthermore, he
'-- 11

. believis'Uschbeinls,views are an important.contributionin'this change

I.

in emphasis. . ..

.

I. t ". ,
.

.. '

Chapter I. Introduction. This brief chapter (four pages) presents
II. J. :,

a number-of varied reasons for studying prOibitity. hschbein

discusses thg general scientific usage.ofrkobabIlity. He argues thit
. .

. . e. . .
t

II.' iehavioral phenomena are, stochastic in nature, `Ile prelhti to thef increase

in the esachIng of ptobibilistiC 14tions at Al levels, and beiclaims
.. :-

that probability is a pod'way:tdteach independence.and'creatiivity in It
. .

. .

.. . :

6 mathematics. However,Ails primary interest is withintqitions:r As a

psychologist hedefines intuition as astabilited action progrOme which
. 1 . .

is a hierarcfacil process in.bhe organis6 which'can control-th,ordim. ti .

0 ,
which 03 sequenCea Oerations is performed 0.2o): In addit k I

. \ 4..\ wintuition'presukoses a set ofdistinguilhinifeatures which conip "t" t. II

specificity on.it" (p:31). It is these features af.instructi

II

n that

FischbeinisIttempting to describe. -

w

Chapter II.: Intuition and Intelligence: This it the m s t I
....

aqrand.most interesting.chapter.bi the-book, for here the c ntral

iheoretical constructs are resented. Its title is a misn
.

in that I
its%s9le concern is with intuitions, although later it is a gued that .

. .,"intuitions cannot be accounted for outside of the mechsnis s and ill

I
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tendencies of intelligence as a whale" (p. Fischbein assumes that
V 3

intuitions are generated anti developed rationally. Intuitions are not a

- priori, but areautonomous cognitive processes. 'He then.diseusses

various divisions of intuitions into'species: a trichotomy into

3

pre-operational, operational, and post-operational, and then two (not

necessarily exclusive) dichotomies of primary.or secondary intuitions .

. .

and affirmatory and anticipatory ones; Apart from a couple of examples s

to Illustrate these splits, most of these splits are not used in .lie

rest of the work,
1

- He points out well that intuitions neednoi be Corrects in spite of

the fact that they represent stbred and theirefbre verified experience.

He claims we have only a meagre intuitive substrate with respect to

probabiltye His prime interest is now made clear and that is the dthdy

of intuitions and their relation to action. In fact, he argues Chat what.

is critical is "the, relationship between intuition and action in that
.

human/behavior is itserf probabilistic? (p. 17): He goes on to claim:

The responses of an individual cAnnot.bE reduced to eitheP'built-ip

.
. .stereotyPest such as instincts, or aCquiied stereotypes, Inch as

1 1

classical conditioned reflexes. The,complexity of c.rcumstances
frequently Compels the individual to respondon the basis of a

global intuitive estimate of odds. Such statistical intuitions are
an intrinsic feature of behaviOur. (p. 17)

...-

.
l 7- A
I

Furthermore, he claims that the curriculuh o probability learning must .

If

take into account thintuitive substrate.

We therefore believe that thesintrqdue ion of neq curricula in
schools should'be preceded by research into the primaiy intuitive
substrate of the relevant .subject. Tha primary intuitions may
facilitate Jhe assimilation of new knotiledge if. they correspond to
scientific truth, on the other hand, if they do not correspond to
scientifictruth, they may impede the assimilation of new

e

knowledgs. (p. 1 0

j

,
1

From this introductory argument the two somewhat disconnected
. * 1

topicsare present which comprise the bookq probabilistic models of

0 . - J ? 1

I.

w.
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learning, end the orgadizaition of 'conceptual schemes in the domain of

probability. Unfortunately for the reedertipthe language oUvrobafAlity

enters the discussion in threevpayd: first, as the titllUiustiet of "

concepts t; be learned;.second, as a desc'rtption ofintuitive this

dr(i.e., intuition is bisically,probabilistic in its deielOpment); and ,t4

1 finally, as a mathematical model of the thinking process (ire., a
(

probability model for response generation): Note diet in the lasdktwo
.. I .;*..

cases other content cquldke usedt to examine questions.in those areas..
. *.

This.trichotomy of use of probabilistic ;erminology, althoug

undOuhteCily cl4ag the author, can be confusing to the.ield r.
),00- 4 __.t

'')

'
He balieVes learning about probability concepts ie good'placefor

. ..
, .

. ,

.., -
study ofinteractions. :Me then raise% the question mentioned-by

% .

\\ Ftendenthal in the prefeee, namely could Conceptual understanding of.,
,

$

ty benefit from practical training? 'He ends with five.prol?abil

thought- rovoking hypotheses on the ontogenesisiof probabltlistic

behavio

o 1

We can hypothesise the'exisAence of a natural intuitive
substrate fot the notions of chance and probability;

.

because the day-to-day experienCe ofthe chfld comprises

. . stochastic processes. Ifintuitions prdvide the mechanist(
whereby intilligenCe'ean rapidly insert-itself into the
flux _practical or mental action, t n we can assume
that day -to -day'' experience would CT 4:this adaptive tOol
in the pre-operational chile. .

" - \

2.: If intuitions are synthesis of individual experience,.
_probabilistic behavior should develop,in step with general
intellectual development:

4

3.- The formation, of a natural intuiVive sub4trate must ,,be
distinguished from the develop:kept of secondary intuitions
which are the result of systematic instruction. Since the
intuitive substratkof probabilistic thinking is
relatively poor (arid, as %;t shalt see, contradictory) the
problem of the.formation of secondary probabilistic
intuitions is particular/yAvortant from the point of
view of mathematics curricular

4. If the theory of probability'is supported by a specliic
intuitive substrate; and if this substrate is largely to

e -

.4

.

2
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4

be acquired through.theprocess of education, then the
teaChtnrof °probability theory should start at the
conprete operational level, or at the latest during the:
periodof organisation of formal operations (12 -14 years)...

5. It is clear, however, that, before el' novel intuitions and
conceptual systit of any branch of science an beimpaitea
ihrOugh tducational procedures, it is necessary to know
the primary intuitive substrate underlying thscience.
(pp. 17-18) :

A .

t
Chapters flI, IV, and V constitute a distintt part of.the'book..

.

Here lfischbein_presents the conceptual basis ofprobabliity learning
-.A

1
. 0

4 theory and examines in detail the spontaneousresponses of chtldren
/
to

.
. . -.
stochastic sequences of stimuli with fixed Frequencies..

... % .

7

it

Chapter III. Probability Learning. In contrast tb the last
-

chapter which we found challenging, this-one-wee disappointing'.

4..

Fischbein found it important to consider avmathemetical model of f
. .

learning (specifically W
.

. K. Estes' probabilistic thew of learning
4 .

.
..

. ' bas on Stimulus samplingetheory). Athopgh Fischlein's review of that

is
.

theory s adequate,e, its connection to instruction is not
t

well argued.

-

Probability 'earning is.a liariant on simple conditioning with.an

intermittent schedule of reinforcement. The Intuition of relative
.

. r

frequency is discussed and claskfied as primary, Anticipatory, and not
...

'affirmatory and pre-operational, His aim is to use the data on
.

'probability learningto formulate and illustrate hypotheses about the
. .

nature and development of IntuitiOnsias a(whole. ..The only connection to

i
.

nstruction 'is in'terms of probability matching as'an expression of a
i, ,

: .1 .

particular intuition, relative frequency. ' 1

0
. .-

w
. '

- Is lb, 'A.
Chapter IV. ProbabllitY Learning in children. This chapter is a

4 ' : i
.

detailed review of literature, organized around four aspects of

probability being;
N. ,'

.

(1. asymptotic and malcipising behaviour as a function' of,age;

/2) the role of reward'and punishment; '

#,

10
4

%

44
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.

(3) the 1-:ie (of instructions;

. '(4.) recency effects and-sequentialanalysis.

'Overall, this is a,wel-documented, carefully argued review of the
4 .

,i

psychologicalliterature on thesea4ects. Unfortunately, since one

concern was curricular, he dicenot review the teaching or curriculum 71St

work on this'topic: -Nevertheless;'in-summarizing the literature he. ,' e
. < .. .

posed the following seven findinglk:rom.the review: ,.- .

. I ) . . .. ,

to

(I) A-tendency to match input probabilities in prkbability learning
tasks is manifest at all'age levelsatudied, down to three yearsipf

' age.
. .

;

i (2) The rate at which the' proportion of hoices reaches the input
. probability level-across,trials increases with age. The input

. level is reached, at thelaeest, by 5 -6 years..

. . .

(3) Reward induces a maxtmigation tendency which becomes stronger'
with age. -. .

_
. l

. .

. .
.

' (4) Betw a the ages of 7 and 9 th r is a tendency. toward
sterhotyp dtresponses, particularly lteraating responses.' After
the age o 11 however, predictions are determined more by patterns

,ti eXtrapolat (Txfroni antecedent sequences of events.. .

.
'

.

.

.(5) Older clifdren Increa4iugly seek more sophisticated serateg, .

based on th conviction thatttbere are rules determining random
sequences. 0. .

(6) Probabil y matching beheViour inchiliren is subjeCt to
in the same way-as classicarcOnditioning.

0,

V

-1

(7):Prioynst uction'in the concept .of chance and 'probability-ras.
well as 'in someVimple pr6cedureseaf probability computation-7
improve, probability matching perfOrmance in probability

i. : learni4 itoklirr .This finding supports, the hypothesis That ;here-

(

.

1 is a rudimentary conceptual organisation Underlying proVability
behaviour and 4pontaneous'pro*abilistic behaviour in general.

1 (pp..56-51)
4: L'4 4 t

Chapter V..... The tntuition_of RelatIve Frequency. _Here kischiein -.

. . .

' "4,011-- . . .4
.

1
claimi that probability matching is the exprestiod of a particular

r
I . . . -.

1 ". intuition, namely that: of relAtive Erequericy.NegatiVe recency effect,

. why it;ks iiporxant, and its use -as...a atrOngly4-held bit erroneous
.

4 ....

. . intuition is cdiscUsded,: overall. This chapter-conte*nea more general -

.

r

ti

I'

4 Z. '

1.
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, "J di,poussion of research and mentions only a few research -studief, It .
.

. * 1
II

. concludes with an interesting discussioreof the heuristics ;of 44r..

. . ,e_i .

. r-
. . availability and represIntativeness. Here FiscHtlein argues.that.. , :....,

... . . 01vi

the intuition Of relative ,frequency; though correct irualenY t.

.

sitdations, is in fact influenced and biased by a variety of sit. . -.*
.

, -

.v conditions.. Hethen'suggests that two categories. of such . ''' -

disturblIng factorl:ihould be diftinguished. s'there are, _.

II .

. qactors which are extrinsic to the psychologig
W
iechanisrsof . ...,

statistical evaluations. Availabiiity fs'an:ex4mpIe. The errors ,,K;"
. in thisAaSeoare not duejo an ineortect probability judgeTent,is

.II

.;such, but to the initial ittformation on which. the judgement islased.'''.

.
V

- --.

i' . . . -
.0. . . .. .

The,second'category contatini errors which are due to the . ',"% %,,: ;.
.

IL, .

methanifts of evaluation per se. The heuristic bf, : .. -'

r# . e4
-reptesentstiveness.bielongs to this categOry:, The errors tutthis ' , -..

- .
category are due primarily to insufficient knowledg-of the theory .t."..1 l

11'. ,,,,

of probability. What is significant is the fact that errons - , , ,

re not blind errors. They aregenerally4etermined by the

m
,_

sajpet's tendency to interpret,randomnessas though dt were
.... A

to
4--

1 -;

rationally governed. Representatpaness, the.searchlor clear w,

interpretable patterns (e.g. the tuition of relative frequency).
.

,

sw
:may be expleinedas'ieing caused by the-effort of human : r.

.intelligence to take the randoi more reasonable, in the absenSdof :

II
.:

sufficientathematieal-knowledge. (p. 64)" . .

t
o

. -". .

;

. 4.:

a ir
.

II

.t Chaptgrs VI and VII form a second, and fcti:ps a more interes.tihf,.. .'
. , .

distinct part-of this book,. These are two Jong- chapters which describer`- .
1

.. ,. , -", ... . '

1

a shries of experiments concerning aspects of the coneep

organizafibn of probability from a neo-Piagetian d&elopmental.

z ..1i

*e.
,"( .

o

a' -

11

perapective.-
. - .

,
.%

`

. ,

.4-

4

i
.,.I '

V
.. .

g

./

,

.
w

I ..
-Cheter VI. Estimating Oddi and the Concept of Probability, -In.

'it'

II
,

thiSclopier, several experiments a4p-discussed. First, chance and
., . ,

../. :

.. . ve:.: F

. ,
necessity-Are seen as a pair of polar-intuitions. ,iere,10Fischbein

r

II ,

reviews Piaget's.class4c work on the concePtconcepts' chfinge'antlieeissity and 49
;

then extends that research (Piaget andrIrthelder, 1951). .Fisshblin..encr5 r- - .

his' associates; report two results frbm a -weli-dons -seedy reported, 1.-n,

. , ! - .I . Appendix I that. , .
1, ,e' 4

.

:*. , .

,
-... 1, . . ..".

.. - .
Well.before the operational gage,, the child "possessewin Intuitiod
of shance,,and carries out intuitive astimatign /f odds, although.,.

1

1

;0 0 s
.441,

.

.=

-/.1.-; . "to
. ' ,

4 IOW% fa-

A. 1, 414 I4.4.44,
.1.3*

. 40
; '
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.... .

the absence of oper nally str1.14tured thought iireclude the .

,conceptual structuring o -ails intuition, which Tta-comp itmitary-ttr

theintuition'on -
...

.tuiti of nelessity. i - _ -

%
4

)At'the level of formal operAtions, according to Piaget and
lnhelder,..thereawill be an improVament in the estimation of
probabilities.. :In fact,-however, as our) experiments have shown,

with increasing age the estimations belcome poorer: pre- school

children give the highest percentage di correct responses, when
'compared With 12-13 year-olds, in sittlitions-with equiprobable

'" outcomes:, With increasing age, the\responses became mare erratic,

1" , more and more frequently inderiect. (p, 22) 1

\ .
.

f-
t,

Furthermore, `they explain these findings,in tars of :!instruction

arguing that schools inculcate the notion of univocal determinism. 'At.

the operational level, the child looks for causal ielltions which will

permit univocal-predictions, even whenthe objective_ situation provides

no evidence of such relations. Evidently, chance implies to older

children nothing but ambiguity and uncertainiy,,and thus denotes the

failure of cognitive efforts, The pre-school child is less disturbed by

ambiguity, Thi child approaching adolescence is in the habit

(inculcated by instruction in physics, chemistry, mathematics, 'and even

history and geography) of seeking causal relations which can justify

univocal explanations (pp. 72-73).

Second, a oration of odds, Fischbein makes the distinction

between making pre ictions while liknowifig the structure of the..
t

conditions." 'predictions based on estimation, He then presents an

excellent review of a'deries of studies on the' topic of systematic

instruction 'HisSummary-of the studies on estimation of .odds shows

clear rel tionship between instruction and level of reasoning.

P school children possess a natural intuition Otchance and the
quantification of chanCei but, at this age, only estimation based
on binary comparisons are possible. Instruction does not bring
about:..*Sr Significant improVement in this respect.

If apgropriateinsiruction is givenat the level of concrete
operations,- children can rearm to compaterodds.by means- of a
quantitative comparison Of ratios.

At the level of formal operations, these estimations are
carried out directly. 'The difficiaties encountered by.the

1 . .
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intelligence in acquit g,and using Aobabilisticconceptt are,
.

explained.in-part_by-re tain_fun4aiental ladunee within t4*. t of 1

. tendency of maturing,intelligence tp seek univocal.'dausg '''..
intuitions relevant o probability, ind in part by an incre:4004,0,-

..

'explanations. (0. 98). . .

6 v _

e ./4- '. -

In adaition, one serendipit us discovery was that teacher's
.

advised students. In fact, they found it was more difficult to make
, .

teachers understand the conceptsof probability than to maktitileir 6

pupils understand them. The teachert wrongly corrected tests on several
.

occasions; thechildren had given the correct responses, but the
.

teachers had interpreted the questions wrongly. This is an important
, --

finding, since it demonstrates the loss with age of certain intuitive -

aculties. An adolescent has better chances of rebuilding an intuitive

tructure tan an adult (p. 92).

\thapter VII. ColbinatoriZ'Analysis. In this chapter, Fischbein

;,.. ..

elates combinatorial ability to logical thought.' He begins by

challenging the conclusion of Piaget and Inhelder that-combinations are..
not available until the level of formal thought. From his detailed'

analysis of the results obtained bYPiaget-and-Anhelder he made the

following conclusions.

First, not all subje ts.ap the level of formal operations were able

to iscoyer the method of nstructing combinations. Subjects were not
. .

II

abl 'to deal satisfactorily with arrangements until dic*tige of 13,,ind
. ..

the did not find a method for.dealini with petMittations until the age
.1:-

II

of 1 -15 years. Tischbein 'cOncluderthat

This.indicates that during the stage of formal operations (12-15-
AP'

years) the intellectual capacities required for combinatorial
operations are continuing gradually t°71evelop, and this
development is, not, in fact,, completed durIng.this 'stags.

(p. 105).
. .

ow
,SecOnd, he claims, .

,..

the experimental. ilesign used'hy Piaget. and XnhelderinCoiporated a
learning factor, since the.gradnal increase in the set bite oe,'
elements suggested a particular metho &the subjects... It is

..:

A I

r.
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'therefore quite natural to onder what would happen ii one intended
in the developmental process (Which, in its nafaral fbrm, seems t67

.

.....
be quite slow ancUlaborious) b( offering the adolescent,a

.o....Aystematic corkinatiOn'techni0e..(p. 105) .,

. .

. .; I I .. .

From this analysis he uses Ihe
I.
folllowing problem is it possible that

i
..

. ) .

systematic instruc ti6n could acceleriate the.acquisitiori of the set.of-

operational
.

schemas needed?,.Animpo
ir

tant aspect of.this process] would.

be that it intact require the assuisition of-strilciures, and notrof

specific information or particular procedures. ,

/ .$
/

!
. -

- The teaching strategy Fischbein chose to follow-to answer this

question;he-Called the "prefiguratiod of structures strategy." :This
. . ,

strategy, icpesses the necessity (not merely the possibility), of

preparing for fhassimilation ofabstract structures by-prefiguving

these structures:n.the previous stage of intellectual developient to

thif-Iii`which they are normally assist-fisted, but which uses the methods

appropriaCe tothis priot stag0.(.p. 109). He then argues that by using

adequati niethods of prefiguration, it is 'possible not only to prepare

. for the ne t 'stage of development, but to accelerate development toward '

,the new tage.

SUkh.prefiguration can-be'accomOlished by creating getiliative

models which have the following properties:

(I) if with a limited nuthhpr of elements and riles for their

combination, it can correctly represent an unlimited number of ,

different situations:

(2) It must be heuristic. It must lead to splutions which Lust be.

valid for the original as a result of the genuine isomorphism

between the two realities involved-(i.e.', die model and the

original).

(3) It must be capable of self-repr4ductioa, in that its

.imag7concept coding-is sufficlitnaY general for it to be able to

..suggbst new models (p. 110). .

I

:

s

r4
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O good example of /such a model IA the tree Uagram used in 1'

combi Jatorial analysisidnd probability theory. Fischbein then refers to

a st dy (reported inAivendix IV)- on-the extent to Wheek children's. 1, "
assiiiiIation of tree diagrams could accelerate their acquisition of
, t

combinatorial operations. At all ages they got saCtaiular result's.
,

,10 .

4 .
.

fact they.found that even athelevel of formal operations,
, , .

combinatorial techniques were not spontaneously acquired. Instruction
d,

vesnecessary (p. 115)..
...

... l'
."i.''.

.

Chapter VIII.-, Summary and Conclusions. This, too, is an excellent .

chapter. The summary starts by examining the notions-of chance,

relative frequency, estim4tioh.of. odds, effeee of instruction, and

combinatorial operations for three developmental levels of reasoning:

preJ-operational, concrete operations, and formal operations. Fidchbein

74 t

t.

then concludes that:

(1) Intuitions are cognitive components of intelligent behaviour
which are adapted, in their function and properties, to ensure the
efficiency of behaviour. They are stable, structural schemes which
select, assimilate and store everything ih the experience of the
individual which has been found to enhance rapidity, adaptability,
and efficiency of action. (p. 125)

(2) In the contemporary world, sc.entific education cannot be
profitably reduced to a univocal, determinigtic interpretation of
events. An efficient scientifi culture calls for -education in

statistical and probabilistic to nking. Probabilistic intuitions
do not develop spontaneously, except within very narrow limits.
The understanding, igierpretation, evaluationi and prediction of
probabikistic phew*" cannot be entrusted to primary intuitions
Which have been neglected, forgotten, and abandoned in a.
rudimentary state of development under the pressure of operational
scheias which cannot articulate with them.

.But in order for this requirement of an efficient scientific
culture to be met, it is necessary to train, from .early childhood,
the complex intuitive-base relevant to probabilistiC thinking;, in
this way a genuine and constructive balance between the possible
and the-determined can be achieved. (p. 131) k"

,

(3) In order to be effective, the .Coaching =of a Subject should be'
ecetjed bye. survey of the intuitive ground, lust as the

. construction.of a building is preceded by'a survey of thetaature,
and'potential resistance of the ground on:which it is proposed to
build it.,(p. 1,39), . .

.
. 1...,

.
..
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Chapter VIII is then folloW red 1)1 the complete reprints of the.

Aporti of four relatid and well-done studies which support,' the overall

thesis.of.the boo

' Appendix

,

/

.

'

vl
1*

li These studiei are:
- .

Fischbein; E.,.Barbay.I.; & Miniat, I. (1171).

Primary and Secondar.-f,int4itions in the introduction

, of probabil.1... EdudAlohil Studies, in Mathematics,
4, 264-280;'

.

. . .-._ .

,
.

.

.
.

. .- .. .
), , w ,

. child's'Antuition of probability. Enfance, 24.i.
Fischbein,;E.r, PaTpu) I., Minzat, I'.:

193-206.
.

.

/ . ., ,.:t v .,..

Appendix II

Appeagix III Fischbein, E., Tampu,,I., & Minzat, I. (f97,0).'
I Comparison oi,.rntions and phe chance concept in

children. Child' Development, 41, 3771-389'
. ,

Appendix IV ;Fischbein, E., P6pu, I., & Minzet, I. (1970).

'Effects of age and instruction on combinatory
s ability in chilOrpr. The British. Journal of 4
EducatidnalsPsy4h0166, 40, Part 3. .

Final General Comments

This is an excellent but. not total* coherint,'book It is a- -
! ,.
collection of chapters withaoine, but not.enough, continuity between the

... ,

different parts. A large proportion of the workib an extensive review

of several literatures. The important core of the book4s Chapter 1I.
( -.

The audience for the book is developmental psychologists (not

mathematicians or mathematics educators). For example, Fftchbeih

.provides lengthy discussions of the probOtliatic settlogs which could

have been omitted for mathematicians. te expects the reader to be

thoroughlyA0ersedvith both the conceptual frameworks'anemethodology of

European developmental research and assumes theyeader6 will be familiar

with that tradition. Unfortunitely, for these reasons American reader's
4

are likely to fiqs'itrn_diffiCult book to read.

1

Nevertheless, Fischbein has a lot to,ry, particblarly to today's

'researchers interested in the,telntionship\between c itive processing

and instruction.

Reference

Piaget, J. and Inhelder, B, -0:951).""

ltenfant. Pariz WIN
11
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and Schwille, John R. THE INFLUEN E
Freeman, Doriald 3.; Belli, Gabriella h.; Porter; Andrew C.;
Robert E.; Schmidt, William H:; a
OF DIFFERENT.STYLES OF TEXTBOOK USE ON IASTRUCTIONAL VALIDITY OP
STANDARDIZED TESTS. Journal of Educational Measurement 20: 259 -270;

Fall 1983.

Abstract and comments prepared
State.University.

1. Pufpose

The

3

for I.M.E. by RANDATI GHARL4Okl '
tr1,4x-

purpose of this study was to examine

match in textbook-test content varies as

uses the book.

2. Rationale

kit

the degree. to which the

a function of how a teach4i

In a content analysis of.textbooks and tests of fourth-grade.

_mathematics (Freeman, Kuhs, Porter, Floden, Schmidt;

the authors found that the match between the content

'and'the content on standardized tests was better for

I

& Sdhwille, 1983),
IA

covered by texts

some textboot-test

pairs than fox others.:,In other words, a student's opportunity tl

learh.tested content varied iccordingto the text used. Subsequelt

case studiesY the authors found five different styles of textbqk
1

use. Since teachers. uptexts in different ways,' the authors con ectured

that a.studenes opportunity to learn tested material might also ary

according to the teacher's style of using the text.

Research Design and Procedures

The.authors identified five styles 'of text usage from year -1c ng

case studies Of seven elementary school teachers (grade levels a e:

not reported.)

' I. Textbook bound. Here the teacher would start the school
,!
.on page oneand progresspage-by-pagethrough the book o

ear 44ts"

er
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. the course of the year. i

1

2. Selective omission. The teachfeprogresses lesson-byj 7lesson

with this approach but completel.yomiti some chapters, most

typically geomepcy, idVanced work with fractions, and topics
.

.

° they belieVe:will be emphasized in :later. grades (e.g,I, decimals).

e

1

45A11, The'basics with and without weasArement. Here tree teacher''

ibtroduces4itidents only 'to the content he or she'bqllever to
.

be the "basics" The "basics" for this study include A review

of addj4ion and, subtraction, introductiOn'or refinement of skills

for multiplication.and division; and introductory work with

frdttions. -Some.teachers included measurement among the basics.
1...... 2 ..`

5. ManagerikatarINobJectives. (44. The content delivered with this
tr.11".',. Y 3. J .

. .
.

approach. 4.e-determined by-a 14.0t that correlates specific.
..,--!

textbook exercises ith specific instructional objective

\r`--,
Twenty-three objectives or the fourth-grade mathemati s ogram

,_ were identified for this study.by examining a particular s ool

. diltVictti objectives. These objectives reflected minimum
.1_ .1;..,--

competendies/in mathematics.

'0e-fourth-grade text was used in this study [Holt School Mathe-

matics (Nlichols, Anderson, Dwight,. Flournoy, Kalin, Schluep, & Simon,

1978)1, and'five standardized testsof fourth -grade'mathematics were

selected for analysis:, (a) Comprehensive Test of Basic Sicilia

tICTBS -I & IAGrades 2.5-4.9 and bevel II/Grades 4,5-6,9,

McGiaw-Hill, 1976; (b) Iowa Test of Basic :Skills; Level 10/Grade 4;
. 4

1978; Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Elementary

.9, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978; and the Stanford

Intermediate Level /Grades 4.5 -5.6, Harcourt Brace

Houghton Mifflin,

Level4Grades 3.5-

Achievement Test,''

Jovanovich, 1973i,

A three-dime sional taxonomy of elementary school: mathematics

was ,used to analfyze thedeontent of the text and'the five tests (Kuhs.
., ..

- Samidt, yorter, Floden,' Freeman, & Schwille, 1979). All interrater

correlation ;Coefficients were-ereater than .94 -,' %.,

4
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.Two measures of Vinstructional validity" aqd one measure of

7.
, .

"instructional fOcUs" were defined and cal ulated fci each pairing
- ..

of textbook usage style and standardizAd t st. Instructional validity
.

ia-a'measure o the "opportunity to learn" the content of tests.
.- ,,,. 91

...

The -measure is the percent of items on a 'test that would be covered, .6

, '.'
, ,

. with a, particular style of-text,uie. Ingructional validity was

calculated at two levels% content covered (pt least 3' items in the

text) and content empluiNized (at 'least .20 items lartheAteXtY.
. , _,..

Instructional focus, reflects the relative emphasil that/topics included,
....,

on a test receive in instruction. The measure is the percent of text-.

book problems covered b the particular method that are represented by

the items on the test. .4
ilk

)

4: Findings

44

(a) Both measures of instructional validity were far lower foi the

MBO approach thanany of `the, other-styles of text use.

(b) The selective omissfig and basics with measurement approaches"

had almost the same:en&the highest instructional validity

for content coverage and the basics with measurement apprOach

had the highest validity. for content emphasized,.._
k-,

(c) Fbr three of the tests (CTBS-I, Iowa; Stanford), instructional

validity was not generally.affected by the other four styles

of. text use (excluding MB0). For two of the tests, instruction-

al validity was affected by the -style of text use.

(d) The'160 approach devotes-the highest pioportion of instructional

timd"to tested content across all five-tests i.nstruc-

tional focus). .Approximately one to two full lessons. of

additional practice was proVided on each topic with the MBO

approach.

(e) The.other four styles of tekt use did not differ significantly

in the level of instructional...focus.

. .

1...osigob

t
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5. Interpretations

16

..

.
, # .. .. 1, 1

,(a) "Although the HBO system provides greater dtpth4of coverage

of the ten topics it'eonsiders, it is clearly inferior io
...

. , .
.

. .

Ole otherfour.styles'Of textbook use in the ma
1

ch'it,provid,

.'
.

in content taught and content tested" (p. 260 "To thd.

i ''' ;.4\xtelit.that,the aistri.Ct is. concerned about performsnce'qn
...

_ ..

kw
standardized tests of.achevement: .steps must be taken to

ensure that all students receive instruction In mathematics
..' .

..

. I t

. beyond the-curriculum ddfined by minumum competency objectives"

. (p. 269). A.

.z .

. . .

(b)' "FcT some, ba.not all, standardized tests of achievement, the ).
,I

I -'.match in content taught ind content tested will vary across
.

f

the.other four styles of textbook use considered in this ..

. investigation"-(p. 268).

i.' IPA. :

.
. At

Abstractor's Comments
- . ...

. .:

. .

.

e:' .:4.,
..,.;?..

The a uthors of this study should be dithelend4d.f r addrtseing an
\- 4.

...- interesting and imporeanetesterch question. Tesq ers should know
f- that theyaS, in which they use their mathematics text may affect a *4

I

students opportunity_wleern the variety ofvontpnt inclnded.in
.,

klig ."-:- .

,,

-school mathematics'brogOdts.enkm affect a stud4np's performance ow , s
...v

_.-

a standardized test of achievement. However, bey nd this statement,
.. ..

it is difficult to dfaw any .conclusiOns from this research report...

s -I

n

s

,......

,!-' -
.

. i

_ 'Bed,apse of thetlimitetions of this ,research, theauthors
N
even-note

, :. P .

tbatthe'idita summarized .in this repoit should b,6 viewed-as "illustra-

tive, rather than definitive evidenCe, of vaiiiion in the IeVel Oe.:.
4. i

instructional validity of test-that may result*om differences -'in-

40w a ter ook ii-Ubee (p: 68). Three'of the impoit t nOtations,
.*. i

e1 was

. 2 %

of this-study.ard. that only. OnlWt-s,as used, one griieil ev.-,

..1-.
examined, and "definitions of instructional validity-; e b'aseddni

arbitrary stadda4slor describing.the content of instruction" (p.:268).
:

'.. - - .
. .,

21
?.
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1

. ° I,>.

. , . .
1

..
. %.es

In addition tO tese limitations, five sprific Styles of textbook
.

.

:.
Lisa Are used to select content doMaing a d these.-types not , .

ik_
. ,. generalize tO alrteachers. Eor ekample, many teachers work with use

a "selective omission' approach where splCrfic lessons art Qmitted, ndt
.,.,

s,
%

.:,..

f

w
aways'or only dilate ohaPterdS/i4 this study. Many texibooks contain

I
. .

- :. optl.o essons and even cptional'chapt rs tsiaspist,teachers imaking .

, ..,

e
'decisions about which content may tie omi tecr:',Ilso, the authors' .

4
1

definition of an MBQ system,must be con*, dere0 when interpretint-what'
. , 3--:,'

appears to be fa irly definitAveconclusions about. 'the tailings of,
1 . .

0 minimum Competency programs., ''
i . 4i-

.... .-.,-...,-
.

. ...

. 1- r...,:.
.

The authors' conclusions seem rather coneidering.the design.,
.

of. study. The fact that the five in ructional approaches used
4 . ,

...

in this study came from case studies o p se/enteachers'should be
. ,

considered' when assessing the generali abilit 1 these - approaches:
f ..,

.A final concern 1 have about theliesi n of this study is the content
:,

, 4 .
*-- ..analysis t4xono ose for the texts ud tests. There are some cells .

In the taxonomy hat t,t cannot inteipr t. For example, what kind of
, . _

problem'Uouldhe in the $0.ac?t7vilileryometry cell?' A different scheme
1 .

4for-categoxizinIthe 'content of t xt ,and tests 110 produce, quite
.

diffe#ent.findings from thoevr5 ort d in-this reAeard0;,,,.. .7.'
?

.t.. .," :. . . 74

/
., Ve

1

.Ire spite of my concerns,: Or particular study, invest- .1

_,.
. , .

%
...."

.igation tan serve as a.ataFting poinefor more definitive research

toncerning the types of(tontent decisions teathers make Felat/me to
. ::,1, , . '. 1

4
:. t7.% their textbook, how and why mathey m e these ficisioni, and iihatthe'

1 -. -. ......
_

,
...,

. ' effects orthesedicisions are On tydento4 ' Underst.andtng:and mastery\
..,;of

,

'N.,.
..

.
.... .

t.
ATP

I-
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Schultz, rkt,A,:. and Austin,. Joe Dan.k.DIRECTIONALZFFECTS TRA .
.

FORMA N TASKS'. Journal for Research in Mathematics Education 4:

95-1 1; March 1983y .''

' .

Abstract and ookaments peepa for 4.M.E. by JOHN G. HARVEY, University-
of. Wisconsin-Madison.

1 '

I

1. Purpose ik ' :

V

s

This study determined de effect of-direction of movement on they

difficulty ofk-Slide,:flip, and turn transformation tasks foz first-,
. .

third-, an4 fifth-grade students. Because thetalks were'spatial

visualization tasks, sex - related performancediffeitncis were invest-
,

1;t4%
2. Rationale

. .

Content from transformation..geometr$ is included in some mathematics
,

textbooks, tests, and research tasks. The direction in which thew
..--*. . .

, ,
. ..

...... transformed,object is moved miy affect childrens' understandings.(Schulrz,
.

%

. 1978).. This finding provided ithp impetus for the study of.the effect

t

.74

of the, direction of movement on perforpance."

.
, -.

.
. . .

It is
-
uticlear whether the are:sex-related differenced in performance-

., . , \

motivated the searcfi'fOr sex - related differences.

on spatial visualization conflicting evidence '

' -

.

,

.

, .

. . .

I ; . , -
.. Research Design and Procedures

i.,

1...
. ,

. . - -.

The isubjects were all 26 of: 131 fiirst-,ArcPi'and fifth,-;

.,- rgrade students enrolled in.a metrbpOlitan Atlanta (Georgia) school.
1 *

.
.

Thirty-sUbjects (13 female, 17 male) were in first suede; 35 subjects

It
-

. .

(18 female, 17 in thia*grade; and 40 subjects (23 female, 17

male), in fifth grade. 'The telcherslin-the schpolindi.Cated that these

sxudents.had received no fOrmal-ingtruction in transformation geoietiy.
°

. .

.

24
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. Twentgyt--sixstudents;(18iin fi rst giadeL 7 in third grade; 1 in fifth
. a. . 4.

. , grade) were excluded because they were unable to complete successful ly
zel...3. "r , j. .

4. .) an triiAel bask: copying a fixed object in several different orienta-
) . .

- 0. .., , 7 ..tions.-- ° .i ,

O
,, 0. ..-

... ..

c

.

.I .1't ma -The gioteriali, used verge: 64a Van scivare sheets of "Plexigl :!thd,
r , % - .<1

.7 two sp,ts of sal.lti,ast ''1?.?4eii. 4.e. ,. hill -and sat1),.. One:ser pieces
. ., ,

sheets
lot' I' 1

was" glued Niro one of the Plexiglas. Sheets to-f..orm the.shaPt, of .a .'-'
i. .4 '' ,,,,.. .It'sailboat. 11, . - .

.
- ,

.

.
.

1 .01,1.
AI,

. ... , 1. - - 0 I - 1..1 %Y.!?
.. .

. ,. .3..-- ... .

ach task consistO 'DX the interviti4eri.(a) placing the sailboat-.task

.

7. 0. , , ; ... . ,.7
attached Plextglgasi2s4eef vigth the other (clear) Plexiglas sheet4spiv it. -..,-..,:. ... . . ,r: ,..!

in frOne of the ....tubject4(b) as the, sltbjec.t watched, trensforming the
-.0. .: .s. .,. - ., 7. , 0, . :

1. clear- sheet ,usIng4,slitrti° flip, or turn and a movemdnt; (c), asking the
. -- -,

T subject to". i, ji qe1r.,lielynittactfed'seirt;oat pieces on. th4 'olear sheet. to
. i-..4.4.. (... _.,;10 .-,.. , . . f , . , ,

show' the reiultll. -oil ;;t.be' "S itilisoat , Of the trans format libnt and (d)
)k ,,.,:s., *4., 4. , . ., .! ,,::4( . 4 .

recordin0.tbe,414jeet_ts;plakeitent'of the piebOft-. 81.16jects were not
, .q....., _nr.. .:N° 0. \ , -, '.

told whethkr;.heoirdp,le dnts..of the4`salIboat pieces orteet
, . 41) k ''' , . ,0 .

1. ;Lel* : -91 si.ii ...r.. '''', ''' ' 6 i '

4.1

`.
0 14 .,11.7 .... _id:

'4*9;

.. ...P. ' S. 4.0 9 4 , , '.. ; t 1 '', ;. ' . ,
.

t.'"4. ".7 '' . '9:0:

. F 1 f t0048; 4(EttatiStftWitfatIOn 'tit 3!,t 'Id,frectfolls) were presented,tb, .. ,. ?",it .. Ii A ', .. ,: . . . 4 , 4

each sub:g6t, 44; Ai tp-N 3A-4nut eg individual. in'berviews seas ion .,.
-..,

The five, d44 ni Were, huyontigir-rif,411-41.), ,horizontal- e t ( ),

. vertical-Airi.V.I, ,14' tiiOz.)::1K4t;UP-:-5.g4".t.4.i511,14,,,, ;11..",riti.i.,:.ilt-ia0na., t-,uf"-1,ef;,.t (1)LIL)
... f.'

The response to;:e 0t..cattlikagi .'4414-reif:pri its*,}4e,,,,fispii=ki..t6. 4., A scotei:, .

of 0, 1, or _,..,_
.....0

0 r 2 iia latrine& to , tne:- bribject s TrlailefOsnt, Of., eacksailboat
,,r4.-4, ..4.1 ..:.

:41^t- ,ft ."..."4;vti-., ,%r.7.1- V .:',..-;..:-i, . ,ta" .. .6*=.-

pier; these 4401 j.jog-x-ipi 440AoV11114itd co';!1Z1/41."11 ties_!....,S core. :for ;the t, task.go..., 10 ...441!ks-r... ,,,i,,,,07:-.0 u ..-._ .

The score giiree-Ob:"...r! la,c4Ment:4144-,Ail` ce-Vast as fc04Pw,P: -:W, il:
P ..

score of 2, le 64_,0)..g iiri Nitbh.:44rie'skiJ. Y fotetAd And. corr#Ctly
: - ws..,., ,::k-4,-...'i.,...s, ..,-.4,;,,,s.,, N.-,-,_i- ,-.,.-

oriented; (b) a scote'fl*C_P.if,..the piece '.Vas correctly l'o-ett4 or0 ,score' 4.. ,...;,,,7_,_ .. , .... 7 .,. -7 -

correctly orientedt.,inde(oXe scdre-bf 0; if......t.,he pieceiwad neither

correctly located nor correctly oriented. '' S:\
'; ,.:, - .. , 4 9 ; ...

- . . r -

1......
,A Pee ''' i. w 1

:
Y
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1. /.. . .. 4 7-, I:. !.

A11,,,of the. responSes of 12 ran-doply ;selected subjeqe werePeored ., .''
7 .. . ...,:v

,both by
,ze of the investigators ao. a4niversity faaalty.4ember*not ,,.. a.; ..,

otherwise involved in the %tridy ' The
-'
dorreleation coefficiept,of these... 0% - 4

, ,- _,----"' ..., X .4.;... ...4 .
independently- determined 'Score lras* 1.00. ; : .-.-,---- e'

a. _ 4.

- . ___, .,,, % V, e, . . M . -.-., :, ...._.- : '1..
The-tasi 'response scores were- Sunimed 'across 'type of,trats formation . 'I'

, .
, .

. . . ...
. - : 4 ...

.1.. 'end, across all of thetaak's -to piCkdOei three subsOores..an" tees' ..4.,
:

,-- 'eCore...Coeffic-ient alpha internal, c.onsistenty reliability astitpa'tes
N 4 .. .

.... ',,,* fere cOmputed," by grade., 'for 'each subecote`ansl the tOES1"scoie% With
.

. ; one exception, the reliabilittes were greater. than 0'.5,6; therfirst-

40. a

Arade flip subscoie reliability was 0.11
. ,, ... s -. .

a

-,.' .* " ' . 1 g
. A repeated.peasuies ANOVA,.wts used to tnaryze the data. teach

, .-response of each subject was used as a data point. the 15 measures
J ,

ill
were c'lasified Using .t,Wo factOrs: type 'of trineformationand direcii
of movemeAt. Grade andi wereere groupirig 'viriahles. When the ANOVA

.. . ,
..-

,.. .....
" v.:

indicated there were.dignificaht :interactions, the Bonferrtal. t-test IP
N,

V

.1
Nsi' 1/.

t

vv.

4 w" .4 used to' examine furtheithe interactions between tie- variable's.-
-4 ---ttto

. , .. , .. . . : ..,. 0."., ;ir..... l 1. . ., '0/ 'N.e
e

4. 'Findings .

0

%.

1

1 4 P 9

, ..

..

%
r.

".

. .

.

'There were - significant di.iferences. in performanee beti.yeen grade.-e:
.

levele (F. - '055; c<.0011idf 2), types of transformafolons .04 =, .
... .

.,:ia9;15, p< .00r, di * 2); and dirtctiOn of movement -(F = 48,08, '
, .. . ..

..4 . P < .001, df = 4).; `11Xhergtwere -rt v4st,tst3,c,all significant sex-related,
- , NA,;_;:tiu,...

effects. In. general, mean perWriliance improved as the gracie;level , or.,- 7 01

incredeed was highest on slide-tasks, ,and was loweit on turn.- tasks. ,

There was nO clegarcut trend in the di- section of .movement data across,
grades and "transformation tasks, but in general, mean peqormance was

. .
highest on either the horizontal or vertical movement tasks an lowest

1- 4

I

',onthe diagonal .movement tasks.
V

4 10*

0
.
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Of greater interest verethe three sigpificbut interactions between :

the variables. One was the interaction, between the type of transformaapn
ii

and grade level (T x G) (F = 3.00, p< ..05, df = 4); a second, the intell-

action between type o' transformation and. direction of movement (T x D)

(F = 46.83, p< .001, df = 8; and the third, the interaction .between

direction of movement, grade level, And sex (1) x G x S). (F = 3.20,

p < .01, df = 8). The result of the Bonferroni comparisons of the T x G II

. and J, x D interactions are reported in Tables I and 2.
. .

. ?

Table 3.

Bonferroni Comparisons for
Transfornigioit-Type-br-G rade interaction

Grade I:
trade 3:
Grade 5:.

Slide.

Flip:

Turn:

Slide
Side

Slide

Grade S

Hip
flip

Turn
, Turn

r

Grade I

Flip. Turn

Grade 3 '
Grade 5 . Grade 3 dride I

,

Grade 5 Grades..3 Grade'li _

M fe rchiee. termite m&clinonsehirtaf enenslerJ ewe.. U.& ileaeg 10144 row. whaireeetittata,mrana4041
nue Jahr koseuta only.

(Sc%ultz & Austid, 1983, p. 100)

A

Taille 2
Bonferroni Compariso for ,

Transformation-Type.brDirecr n Interaction

.1.-:-.1r:r-oft

Slide: H-I. bUL V-U 13-1)-ii . --. HIt .

Flip: 'I+C V-U *--- . Kit D-U-L D-U-It.
:

H-L: Slide Flip

HI V.0 K R Itp-U-

li

r
Turn: NM:

II:
Turn

D-U-L: ) . Slide ln Hip .
VU: Slid e flip Tun

4., DU-It-: Slide , Turn Hip
HR Slide Hip. Turn

:14ets..Inoduewt.iemeasteoukkaingetdereienwegteledintan,.(ledethmairefentriefeitemerif.heedoelnadki
aafittrupikm*.

&Austin,.1983,-p. 100)

VEST COPY ROUBLE

4.
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1

Analysis of4priance of th4 D x G x.S interactionby grade Aowed /

that the direction of movement by sex. interaction was significant (F =

4.43; p < .01; df = 4),,atGrade.1; this significant interaction appeared

0 be due to higher performance tey boys on VD tasks and by girls on fitter; o

and HL tasks. Bonferroni comparisons indicated that.these sex-relatp,

difference's on VU, HR, and HL were not. statistically significant.

5. 'Interpretations

The investigators concluded that their results support the following

conclusions:

1. The scorer reliability and internal consistency estimates for

the threeidubseales and the test.were high enough "to warrant

further useuse and study of-this evaluation procedure" (p..98):

2. The type.of tftlisformatIon by direction of movement interaction

.suggesied,that.the direction ofilovement affected student
. .

performance. This effect was particularly evident for diagohal

transformations: 0

3c The easiest tradsformations,for students.to visualize seemed to

be slides. Direction of movement influences the difficulty of

Blip -and turn transformations.

4. There were no significant sex - related differences.. TheDxGx S.

interaction seemed dOe to differences in first-grade perfamance.

,Since the first-grade flipacore data had a loc.': reliability

(i.e.; 0.11),-phis three-way interaction would need replication

'to make possible a Clearer understanding Of this result.
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Abstractor Comments

This,is a well-planned, well-executed study of elementary school

studeSts' performance on transformation geometry tasks. It clearly

shows, for the student examined, that the direction in which an object

is moved during a transformation must be considered as well-as whether .

the task is a slide, flip, T turn.. Like most Studies, the conclusion

i whatbe doubted if one en aged in "what if", For example, if
i . ..

the object used had not been a sailboat or what if the student had been
..,.

permitted to manipulate one or both sheets of Plexiglas instead placing

the sailboat pieces on the transformed, clear Plexiglas sheet? In .

the first instance, it oan be argued that a sailboat of the kind usedr
is a common object i1 the child's environment and that the two pieces

1 . r
are very dissimilar from each other and so were Probably not confused

with each other by the subjects. In the_second instance, it,is.-possif4e

that performance would have been higher had children been'perMitted to

move the clear Plexigla sheet (e.g., to return it to its original

position atop the other sheet and then, to repeat the transformation

made by the interviewer).: However, it would have been difficult to

dekine clearly to subjects what t

and, so to,obtainvalid data had t

or both of .thePlexiglas sheets.

believe that, even4f performance did improve, the impOrtanroutcomed

(cf., "Findings- wou have been altered.

hey were and were not pefmitted to de

hey been permitted to manipulate one

In addition, it is difficult.to-

.

Therefore, there is little to criticize about this study. The

following queetiOns should be raised in connection with it.

1. This is a status study of students' performance. As the authors

point out, an important next step would be to investigate the

effect of instruction on -that performance.

E
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2. If students are peimitted.to manipulate one or both of the

Plexiglas sheets, is performance affected? In particular, do

the significanttdifferences between.grade-level, type of trans-
.

formation, and direction of movement perforinance and the

significe& type of task by direction of movement interaction`

still occur?

+It

3.. Are the subjedts in thil.study typical: of elebentary school

students elsewhere? The authors did not characterize them well

enough to tell.

4. Were ,there Ststuavariables whfeb'should have been measured and
- ...

used in the analyses of the dataP7In particular, are there
:

.differences in performance between studentabrdiffering

mathematical achievement?

..

5. Why are there such noticeable clifferencesbetween the Vertical/

horizontal movement tasks and the'diaionar'movement ones?

6,

.

What algorithia, if any, ewe stUdentS using Wdetermine the

effect 4 the transformation on thelibject?

0

Referente

Schultz, -K. A. (1978). Variables infiuending the difficulty, of rigid

transformations during the transition between the concrete and
formal operaiiOnal Stages:of cognitive development. A.'iesh .

& D, B. Mierkiewidz (Eds.), -Recent research dOncerning_the develop-

ment of spatial and geometric concepts.- Columbus, OH: ERIC/SHEAC.-
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1. yurpose

The study has both methodological and silbstantie purposes.- lit

methodology, the PurpOse is to investigate the feasibility of'

mIti-diehnsional scaling to analyse perceptions ofthe priorities

among curricular objectives. The second purpose is to apply that

approach to a particular curriculum%area, high school mathematics.

2; Rationale

The study arises from the familiar problem for those involved in

curriculum reform: obtaining what they see as appropriate changes in
.

teaching in schools. A posiible reason for
,

this problem was seen as

differencei in perceptions on curriculum priorities betweenleachers

and curriculum designers,; 4

. 3. Reseaibh,Design and Procedures

.

Data were collected by a'pVeference questionnaire, and

perceptions.a.priorities,were analysed in two distinct ways: by
.

correlational and by multi -dimensional.staling techniques. The
444-

instrument was derived from nine major-cOntent areasin mathematics,
. .

.

tan each hreacOntributing.t0o objectives, One at a lowei level of
. .

cognitive Skill, the other at a higher level.. These were-used to

develop a questionnaire, composed,of-411-possible pairs of objeitives,

placed-in random order,-i.iith a random half o the pairs reversed._

4. Subjects were,,asked to indicate which, number Of each zair they

considered. store important. Three_groups of,teachers were asked to

v.
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respond, high s ool teachers, vocational teachers, and university

teachers. Unfortunately; response rates were not high.

44. lridin

.' In the analysis, results of the within and between group

differences based on a correlational analysis were compared with the

results of a multi- dimensional sealing analysis, using the'SINDSCAL

algorithm. The correlational analysis exhibited both commOnalities

and differences in perception but without a clear pattern-emerging.

There was, both in this and in the scaling analysis; evidenLe of

preference for higher cognitive levels, The two approaches showed

considerMble agreement:

Abstractor's torments

It
, The substantive results of the studycen only be described es

disappointing,. They would not, on.their own,-justify the complexity

of the methods used. 'The approaches, however,'have sufficient

intrinsic interest tcOnptify the paper. It is to be hoped that ihese.

approaches might be further.developed,'as the objective of the study

is worthwhile evert though the specific results are inconclusive.

32
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Prawat, Richard-S.; Lanier, Perry E.; Byers, Joe L.; sand Anderson,

Ariel,L. H. ATTITUDINAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STUDENTS IN.GEisIERAL-
MATHEMATICS AND ALGEBRA CLASSES. Journal of Educational Research 76:
215-220; March/Ap40.1 1983.

.

'Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by JERRY P. BECKER
,Southern Illinois UniVersity at Carbondale.

r

1. Purpose .

The purpose of the study was to explore the differences in attitude

that characterize students in general mathematics classes and those in

algebra classes.

r

2. Rationale

The' researchers explore attitudinal differences usingwo'kinds of

measures: one assesses some status variables 4e.g.,self-esteem) and

the other assesses how individuals view the group. The former va L hies

are assoqated with mathematics tracking in previous research. The

'second kind of measure has been used-in research showin' that measu es

of students' attitudes towards classroom environment are related cv

achievement. Further, the researchers assert that classroom "climate"

may exert a strong inflgence on individual attitudes. In particular,
,

it was thought by the researchers that algebra:students would.view the

learning climate in much more positive terms than general math students.

3.. Research Design and Procedures

1

1

Subjects were 209 ninth-grade studentein 13 different general

math and algebra sections (7 in a middle-upper class high school and

6 in a lower to middle class junior high, schbol)., The / two samples

were representative of their community populations. Subjects were

Pretested,in the fall of the school. year and posttestedin the spring

using a battery of d attitudinal measures. Testing
k,

o

- ,
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.took place over a .two -day period in intact Classroomi. ThefolTo

instruments were used: Mathematics Attitudes, Conceptionp of Mathe-

matics, Self-esteem, Locus of Control, and. Achievement Motivation.
. -

Wao,:

amp

1

A Learning Environment Inventory, measuring social psychologicaW

.climate, was also administered at posttesting time, but not at

pretesting because students had insufficient timi to form opinions

about their .classes..

4. Findings 10,

A series of analyses of variance was done on the status' variables,
ok

with time of measurement, school, sex, and curriculum as factors: The

only significant main effect emerged on the measure of self-esteem

with, not surprisingly, algebra students responding morepositively.

than those in general mathematics. There was no ChWieNtn the group'

differences from pretest to podttest. Time of testing affects ikere

hugely positive for mathematich'ettitudes and conceptions of mathematics
, .

from pretest to posttest. A

,
t

kmultivariate analysis of variance was performed on the Learning

Environment Inventory data, with 15 climate dimensions ap.dependent

variables. School, sex, and curriculum weratfactors. There was a

significant main effect onthe curriculum factor (general math and.:

algebra) and there was a significant multivariate curriculum x school
.

interaction. Cohesiveness, Diversity, and Cliqueness were piiMe

, contributors in the interaction.. More cohesiveness was perceived in

algebra classes. Regarding Diversity-and Cliqueness, differences

between algebra and- general math students were,rplatively greater in

the. higher social economic school. compared to the 19wer, and algebra

1.4 stude s perceived their classes -to be more diverge and cliquish than

gene 1 Math Tdents. Regarding the main effect for curriculum,-

uni agate significance was. reached for Apathy. 'Friction, Difficulty,

Speed, Goal Direction, Cohesivenessi grid Diversity. This main effect'

.

gatr
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.

is discussed in detail (tT the-researchers, but all not be `further
.

reported here. If

.

5.. .Interpretations - ,

------'':---------.

1
.

II

.

short;.and,afier.looking-11 the data the-researchess
.

cautiously repart.,thatattitudes relating .to. the clas'srodm lterriing

environment are mo;;iffe ed,bx curricular manipulation than - are
. '..'

' attitudes relating to self. Cone ruing the oirerallpattern.of ',results,

) theresearcherswonder.whylower-track n' appear so similar to

higher -tradi students in their school-attitbdes and It- heir attitudes
I/

twards mathematics. The similarity .in individually linked at des

between both-groups is .difficult to reconcile, say. the researchers,. 7-----
...: .

,..... ...... ...

with the divergent views of,the two groups regarding classroom:eirn- -4--

ing environment. .

11

V

4...444

Data in thestudy areabsent of evidence bearing on the connection

betWeen lower-track students' negative appraisal of the classropm

atmosphere and their; own achievement motivation; Finally, flip

researchers comment that the best explanationof'the overall,pittern

of results for this study is that, lower -track students seem to

unquestionably, accept their fate, which is not a very healthy response.

Abstractor's Comments
.

This investigation was'well-planned and certainly reported very

P.:,
"I.'

well. For example, the results -arediscussed at length and in detail

and are tied in with finding in studies done by other researchers.
f

It seems as .though the researchers have a pretty good grasp of related
, -

research.. Data were examined from virtually all directions and all
464;:,

pOssible.interpretations of the results of analyses were 'fleshed

out, reported, and discussed./ And what does it all boil dOwn to? As

.the researchers comment, low r-track students just seem to accept.

-their fate.' And'that(isn't good.

e

.35
,
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Hirsch Chrittiari R.; Kapo r, S. F.; and Laing, Robert A. HOMEWORK
ASSI %NTS, MATHEMATICAL ILITY, AND ACHIEVEMENT IN CALCULUS.
Mathematics andiCaft uter ucat1On'17: 51-57; Winter 1983. le'

.
. '.4 '

Abstract and comments pre ared for
.

I.M.E. by GERALD D. BRAZIER,
'Pair.American University, Edinburg) Texas.

,

1. Purpose ti

r investi tes the effect that the structure of homework
._ "

assignments has on a evement in collegeollege calculus course. In

partiCular,. the i'distr ballia-pat4tern" of making assignments

compared to the more tandard. pattern.-- ....

v.
2. Rationale

.
-.

-.

4 . In the distributive' pattern, daily review of past topics is

:--incorporated into the homework assignment schedule. -AS theauthora_

point out, g effectiveness of distributive assignments has been well

established (even -y.--the authors!), in many settings, but nn'published
. 1"research exists based"on ecalculus setting.

.r

AP

3. Research Design and Procedures ----,.....
.

,

- , ---,
--,..._. . ,

The students in trio inta4t sections of-first-semester calculusere,'
. . -,_

the' participants in the study. Items taken. from the,Cooperative -,...
-___...

-,..

Mathematics Tests (ETO, ori Algebra ri, Algebra III, and ArialYtic
. .

. .: _ ,

Geometry were used as a measure ofpre-calculus.6iiipetence. Each

"- -

of the sections was aught.by the same instructor with the same content
..

and using the same lecture-ditcussion method. AsSignments were de

daily, consisting of 8-IQ exercises with about half of them having

answers available to the iltudents. ,These assignments were collected

about twice a week and selected exercises were graded. What differed"exercises

between the secsions'were-the actual exercises, assigned. For the,.

control group, the assignecrexercises were related only tosthe topic

I

(
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-covered that day. for the experimental group, half of. the exercises

. fok'a 'unit (iiccept for the first and last days) were direitly related

to'that day's topic and the rest were related to previously taught

topics of that unit.

An investigator-constructed test was given at the end of eaChof

the four units. aDuringhe last week an unannounced comprehensiVe

test consisting of se.ected items from Cooperative Mathematics Tests

(ETS) on CalCulusi Parts I and II, and ervoort's Calculus lest was
'aft

administered. .

4. Findings

40

; Achievement datt*ere analyzed using a linear regression model with

analysis.oecovarianat The.pre-calcAus'achievement test was the

covariate fot each of the five analyses (iolir unit tests,and the

comprehensive test). For Test 3 and the comprehensive test,

homogeneity of regression was,sap.sfied, but the analysis of covariance

did not show a significant difference between-the control and experi-

`meneal-groups on the ad)usted means. For Tests 1, 2, and 4, the sfopes

of the regression lines were significantly different, indicating a
, --

*significant, .(p < .03) interaction between pre-calculus echie4ement land

the treatment. 'Ineahttritge'three cases, the'iegression line for
. .

r ._. ,
thecontrol group rospmore sharply than for the experimental group.

a. ti
.,

.

Interpretations'V. .

The authors point out than the signifiCant interaction between pre-
.

test-and4treatment fits the classicATIpattern in which a certain
.7:-...:,-

kind of instihctiQn "leweis.*".the effect of an aptitude or back-

ground, achievement. -7111 suchk-a situation, the weaker student is

helped by the specialyidstructi6h-while the'stronger student-g ains
0

more benefit 'from the standard approach. 'The, results of the study.
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point clearly to the potential benefit of.a distributive pattern of

homeworkassignments for the average or below-average student.

Abstractor's Comments ,*.

The study is technically quite good., The problem is well-defined

and related to previous research. The design and experimental

procedures are acceptable and the dada analysid-follows the recommended
-

pattern for ATI studies.

There are no theoretical issues raised by the study and ther'eis

no reason to be)ieve a priori that the effectiveness of distributive-;

pattern.homework assignments would be different for a calculus setting.

This -is, ot a criticismof the study, because extension of results to

different settings is an important'contributioh.to mathematics
. .

education. What $s true, however, is that the study breaks no new

ground and does not provoke interesting Eluestions,at least for me.

. , t. ,
.

The only difficulty I found in reading the study was a lack-of
.ATc,

detail on the implementation of a-distributive assignment pitberwr

how to spread out the exercises, etc. There is ample'literature '.

referred to by the-authors rhatsupplies that informattpn for anyone'
4

interested in replicariOn or simply ,employing the technique in their

own teaching.

In summary, the study, though small in scope and signifi cance,

is very well ddhe and contributes to our knowledge - -if only more

,published research could say-the same.

-,IntAmoo-:'

. .

.

0

1

1:
# it

P,
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McIntyre. D.4ohn; Copenhaver, Ron W..; Byrd, David M.; and Norris,
William R. A sTuw 01" ENGAGED STUDENT BEHAVIOR WITHIN CLASSROOM
ACTIVjTIES DURINGIRATHEMATICS CLASS. Journal of Educational Research
77: 55-59; September /October 1983.

4\

Abstract and ponmelpS prepired for I.M.E.-by MARILYN N. SUYDAM and
doctoral students, The Ohio State University.

1. honnt

1(4.
The purpose'was to examine student engaged-and non-engaged behaviors

2P1

. in mathematics classes withA various insaructional activities i

order to ascertain the activities in which students exhibit the most

engaged behaviors. Four research questions were formulated:\

a. How do student engagement rates differ across grade levels?,
-z;

.b. How do student engagement rates vary for selected activities?

c. How do student engagement rates for on-task.behaviors vary for

selected activities across grade leVels?

A. Do student engagement'rates fluctuate through the week?

2. Rstionale .

Studies have demonstrated that students who remain on-task during
- .

instruction have higher achievement than students who ate off-task.

'Ilbreove4 high achiever's appear .to be actively involVy fpr more time

than low achievers. kesearchers have been urged to_eicamine 'other

relaticinships, suchas the distribution of time.acrosioactivities.

;She teacher could manipulate those activities and beVviors which

result in more mtudent engaged time, thus possLbly eniandirig

la

3. Research Design and Procedures
4

. .:
a

.. The sampleAncluded 'allmathematicsclasses in grades 3, 5, and7*classesin -a small mIdwestern school district: 10 e in grade 1, 12
-

. claw:Te in grade 5, and 7.classes in grade.Z. Six students from each

.1*P

Alc

Ir
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class were randomly selected; one

of insuffic/hnt observation data, do

r
tr

seventh grader was

none-of whom was mainstreektted.

.

The" study was conducted during a

Each class was observed five

school week. Teachers

nor

a IO- second interval, during which thebehavior and the classroom

activity was recorded bya trained observer. Thys, each student

om tted liecause

the study i of ed 171 students,

...

six -weekkperiod fromFebruary to '.4.
=

6..
times, once each da.y014r,t,

-7t.Wifli-F.P;
weremnt aware of when observations would iicp15,A \

I

of the identity of observed students. A student was. obserlied, fot

observed once each minute throughout the mathematicp class.

*and

4

r

An observation form, based do earliar work by others, was develoPlea
6%

student behaviors. Engaged aviors included;utilized -to record

attendinga.

b. writing

c. reading

d. raising hand

e. answering questions

f. asking questions

talking to peer (regarding subjectg.

Nort-ingaged behaviors included:
JP

b. walking

i. playing ,

j. talking to tbeoher (not 'regarding subject'matter)

k. talking to peer (not regarding subject matter).

1. welting stalled

11. non-cooperative

U. not attending (not paying attenti4 ot

o. outside distraction (announcement over

out of class, etc.)

k

r 40

l

.

Or

rp

M

4 4,,

r

0

...

. .., ik. -t,

war ,e . 0 .
4

4., 1' ;

w

listening to instruction) _
_..

intercom, student called
. .......

. . -

0
.

4.

4/6
. ,

4
.0

. .
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sit

'Obseiversalso recorded the classrobm activity occurring simul -

taneoUsly,With the observed behavior:

a, teacher-Jed

b. seat work

.c. small ,group

d. organizational activities (taking

e. activitiesiother than mathematics

roll, announcements, etCS

that occurred during the

scheduled class time (reading a library hook,-Studying another

subject, etc.)

.

The basic unit of analysis, student engagement rate, was 'defined

asthe percentage resulting from dividing-Student on-task time hy
Am.5

time 'allocated for mathematics."

4. Findings

44.

There was a slight declinein engagement rate from grades 3 to 5

to 7. Allocated time (47, 43, and 42 minutes, respectively) dropped
imoo****-
by five minutes. or 11% betweenglades 4and 7, while student on7task

Ibehavion4ropped by, 6 minutes,(36-4931.25, 30.66 minutes)
. . ...

minutes
,ori-.2.-

.,..-- A,:,.

or 15%. With less ,odated Om and itudents Spending Tess time on

44i1(` ii

a,,

task, lower taies:of engage across 04:::ievets Wered4ound,(77A,

'75%, 73*. Op.=
-

Direct teacher instruction and seat work accoantedlor Over OZ of

the allocated time. An additional 7%**the.4tivOied t?

Organizational activities. -

. .

Engagement rates for teacher-led attivi4es ranged across grade
.

levels from' 79% lq,grade 77%,in grade 5'to 76% in grade 7,-

and 80%; 77%, and 76X, for seat work. 'The amount of time committed to

teacher-led activities 05.98, .15.05,23.10 minuteS)Oadd seat work

.(.26.32, 26.23,45.54 minutes) in grades 3 and 5 Wit0.?Approximately the

reverse of that for grade 7;'hOweyer, this shift 11.d'iiot significantly

.

t
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:4 _

.113.1r ,

. .
.,

*..10V
;

.:1:.'
alter the engagement rates because on-tasebehavior me.shifted

(teacher-led activities - 12.69, 1E61 0.64 minutes; seat Work -
c,

.).:

. . .

. .4

21.15, 20.21, 11.76 minutes)'. "Ik .

O

10.

The pattern of student engagement rates associated with on-task.,

behavior appears* to be quite similar for teacher-le&cnd for seat
.A0mt,

ffltt

work activities across grades 3, 5, and 7. During teacher -led

activities; students had substantial "erigigement rates;(47%, 49%, 44%)

for attending to the teacher. EngdgeNent rates for r.,1,ting (8%, 11%,

11%1 and reading (12%, 8%, 14%) were also similarfoi each grade.level.

Engagetent rates for asking qileetiOns and talking to peers were

.1almost non-existent during teacher - iedactivties eliD% to 3%) and lormo.

during se work (2% to 3%).
"7.

.,
. \

The pattern of engagement rates during seat work shifte0.tO emphasis

0.

i

on writing behavior (48%, 44%,
%

43%), while attending ratewdiopped,
.,4.. I .

(13%,, 10%, 11%) and reeding'iose'slightly (16%d 15%; 16%). (Raising
m*.

hand .accounted fol.." 5% to 6% of the behavior during teaahe;T:led

ictiltities (0% to 3%) and low. durinz sect woric (2% to 3%).

-. for ,2% to 3% during teacher -led, act=ivities and 0x,, during, seat work.)
_,-

-

4_ _
As to otr-task behiViors, the general category of not attending

.4

had the highest engagement rates irt:teither ,teacher -led iCtivitlist -

(12%; 11%, 13%) or seat work (11L 10%, 8%). Talking to 4..peend
t _I-
wa.t..king around the room seat to increase durimg.seat work, also.

i -

1
_.

(Tall,tig toe peer during teacher -led actree was One by 3%, 3%,
. .

_

and 2%, and during'sdat work by 3%, 3%, 714-%:- for walking around the,,

room, the data were 0x, 3%, and-2% for teacher-led. activities ind n-
. .:at each level for seat work.) Students Were Waiting:or stalled tis

.

1-

considerable athount" of'time.(foi-teacher-ledactivities, 6%, 6%, 5%;

0

for seat Nor-k, 2%, 5%,- 8%)

No consistent pattern In engagement rites were found across the

days-of the Week. ,The'rates tend ,;to be'higher Monday through Thursd4,
'SD

. Or

%10

,

1
.
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J- 4 ......

.in 'grades 3 and 5, deelining.on Fridays. Engagement rates ins.grade 7
'are" in marked scoiitras t to the other two- grades for Thursday and -Friday' .

, -

While teacher-led activities and seat. work' had over 75Z engagement_ rate's

6itiArades 3 and 5,. they fell to below 60% for grade 7 on Thursday.. On ,
-..

Fridays, however,.-the engagement rates for grades 3 and 5 fell to below
75%,. while the grada:7 rates rose to 95%.

t". Five general findings emerged:.
0 I. The dominant classroom activity During mathematics is seat work

in grades 3 and 5,.while teacher-led activities dominate in
grade 7.
Attending, wriang, and reading are the predominant engaged
student .behaviora in mathematics classts.

3. Percentage of waiting/stalled behavior appears to increase in
eacll, grade during seat work.

4. No consistent pattern or fluctuation,was founctacydss the days
of the week.

6

5. As one progresses from grades 3 through T,.an 'increase in teacher-
led-activities-and a' decrease in seat work is.paralleled-"--by_a'
,decrease overall- engagement -rate. in mathematida. classrooms.

Interpretations

(])\ That the dominant Olasskoom activity daring--mathematiCs0
.. _.

,_'.- ..:: ,:, .
seat wojr1c,.cOrroboiatas 'findings in the Beginning 'Teacher Evalaation"

.Study. (RTES) ;Grades 3 -t and- 5 are-&eaponiible-.."for seat Work- being the._,

_dominan5E actiVityt -inigiad&7,. *teacher-le ctivities ;laminate:
_,

-... .l. '' -, ,

Engagement races. for Olase two activities -fire consistent across grade
levels; despite dkfere4es ctivity time and on-taisk behalTioi-time-- --

,4,-tfor each''activity, engagement .atis were 'the sagie171-Z)-... Ellagement-., .

rate-ellecreased slightly-qagrade-level increased, _but the pitteinis
consistent -despite tha '' If 114-n times. devoted to cthe two.- types` -of

-....- ,activities in grade:T. ..4
. 4
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'
, .
1

These findings are supported by previous research which indicated 4

that teacher-led activities seem to dominate inithe secondary grades.. _

.
i

The BTES only examined gfades 2 and 5 and therefore d not detect

ranges betwee n'elementay and secondary school. F
.

ur. e studiel,shoul d
.

,

examine this factor more closely, determining £he activities that generate
,,

the most engaged time for elementary and secondary students'in mathe-

maticsmatics classes. ". 4

.
,

. (2) DWa.froiCBTES'for grade 2 and from this study for grade 3 .

-

differ markedly On.the minutes allocated to mathematics; engagement rate,
. .

and engaged minutes, avell as the time spent in teacher-led actiVites
. .

and seep work, PUrther study can deta4-Mine if actual differences
....

.

exist. There is remarkable stability n the fifth grade across both

studies.
. ,

/-\ "-. 6
(3) Further research is needed on.:' he relationship between teacher

effectiveneSs Characteristics Ahd,aCtiVities used in the classroom,

A

(4) Attending appears to be the- dominant behavior during 'teacher-led

activities, while writing is dominant during seat work. The amount of

time devoted to reading' remains fairlyconstanp no matter Oat the

classroom activity. Future studies shpuld investigate the possibility

that a relationship between reading,' Writing, and gain scores in
, .

mathematics may exist, as they do in readingstudies.

4r''
(5) The percentage for waiting/s041ed behavior seems to increase

in each grade level dUring seat work. : -It may be that the prdblems

assigned duringeat work become progr? essively igre difficult as grade

level increases, resulting in moremaitingiar teacher assistance.

(6) Although the authors had conjectured that therengagement rate
.

-would peak on, Wednesdeyand then decline through Friday, tilts did not

-.occur.
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.

_ .

(7) Does a relationship actually exist between engliement rate and

type of activity? trevious research indiCatei Oak diraceinstruction'

is positively related to achievement, while this study implies that,as

teacher-led activities increase, engaged-student time decreases. Is

the decline in engagement rate a function bf the grade level? That

is, does the'approach-to inseruction.he 0$01entary and, secondary levels

differ enough tNtffect the engagement, rate ?'

.4
. .

(8),The results of thii stu4y.contribute to knoWledge of what is

occurring in classrooms, and 'should p,xoYe useful in teacher training

at both pre- and iniservice levels.

Abstractor's Comments

[When an IME reviewer. declined to review this study, with stated
4

reasons, I (,having only skimmed the study at that point) was puzzled

abotit his comments. ,So I had a seminar group of doctoral students.
4. 1.

analyze it. The following is a compilation of the comments of Claire

'Cr ok, Alfinio Flores, Carol Fry, Patrick Kent,Peter Larsen, Jeanette,

almiter, Endang Russe -Dennis Shaw, and-Margaret Sooy.]

When a study purports to examine student-behaviors during N -

mathematics instruction, the.attention of mathematics, is'
_ 11'.

drawn: That attention Is hardly warranted by this study..., Failure4to

designate the mathematics content that was being taught aserious

omission. / The authoss are not mathematics-educators; they were clearly

not sensitive to the. differing demands on both teachers'and students

,effected by varying.,conieiit. I This.flaw alone makes the study of little

value
4
to teachers in general. (As the reviewer ,.rho daclined to review

e .
$

the
C
study stated; "I would hypothesize that the various student engage-

s

Tent rates described' in he'ieport would be vastly different for
.

teacher-led seat work in a class period that bad bee devoted to the,
.. -;

. guided discovery of an entiasent topic as OppoSed.to a lesion.deiling

with maintenance activitiei.in various kinds of computation :' The fact
,

'7' 1
SO

.
a

ts

. t
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,.. ..

that this study.i not contfolfor the variable of content causes. me' ,s'.1::.

'41-
,i

. ' -z - Z...

grave concern abo the meaning of any of the results. froth the fitudy."1. -...)
-.4 - . 4, ,

There appear to be some points in-favor of the-stUdy:- it--=loOks" at`'

actual classroom, Observes student beha,ibtsvanci-PkOrides -got
descriptive infoimation. However, it d,oes so within. ciaCided limits;

and tails, to address Adequately- tkie resestch questions posed.' . 4.
.

set of student behaviors and especially the 'set_ of :d lissroom.aclivittes_
:"

areso generalised as to be meaningless. Whet eaCher:ked activities

or seat aori entail was never defined.

,led actitities, some of which might: 1;e

student::lattention than others. Seat
aid practice,,-problem solvd.

.

*--There; many kindo_t reacher--
- -

.more .effective in engaging the.

-work also 65mes_in 'Varieties

and cnia:14-tiese,- oot might

different 'engaged rates. towing the pkr spent on

teacher -led activities or seat work will
plan more effectively so that student,

behaviors..1

Moreover, there are a number of other gags in the design;7procedures,

centAgs of tide

do little to- help teachers
_ .

gaged'

-

aind interpretations of _the reaults.
...--

( ...,;.,-

. . - . .-- . . Iv:. .

* AdditiOnA information about the sample would' belie, been helpful. WAR.,- . ,
.1;

_,.;--z
;.

the district urSan, suburban, or tuail?, Were :there, diStrict charac*-- -.k.... -'

istics tkat mIght,have affected the results? How were the students -,#.-

ssigt eci' to classes? What was the overall-ability andachievetherit:OI

'the-students? (Were they a representativ..e sample of an ictentiiiable.

population?) What were the teachers like-7-their experience, teaching
.. .

.

.......

approachi, and capability?.;:-; -

. -

., . .
* The Observation process_ Was not clearly described. What was the relia-.

.. .r....

.bility Of the instrument and of the observers? How, yell. an observer
.

,

can ey.aluste-twhat,...is seen is vital. A student seemingly attentive may ,

.- .- :.;
in fact be day - dreaming; ihethera tudent.ii "waiting/stalled" appelrs

- . :, . ).
.

:-...
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clearly judgmenfal; and.talkin to peersf,°Onless the conversation can '

be-heard,,Cauld'be either' or off-task. 4

* Furthermorewhat is the difference between ''not attending" and "waiting/

%/stalled" behOior? Does-"not attending" resul in "Wiliting/stalled"q.

Does "waitini/it'alled" become "not attending"? Do the two behaviors

Merge so that iis impOsiible to tell the difference? How does a

student get...out of ',the waiting/stalled mode during teacher -led ctivities,

since-the data indicate that students do not ask questions during that
4

time? Are they instructed to 'wait until the seat work time? Again,
o

'pore illfOrmation is needed about the nature of the slassrOom activities

in order to ee any significance in the data.

a$
* Ten seconds per observation has been used by a variety of'observation

:

schedules- -but perhaps whether this is a viable length of time should

be questioned..t 'For some of the factors under study, the number of

observation:rims, alao far too small; for example, to determine whether

a pattern of behavior exists for different days of tile week, &le

observation each day is not sufficient. One also wonders if the

observation form was actually designed to answer the queitionspoaea by

the researchers.

ob

No indication, beyond the use of words such as "significant," was given

of whether or not differences were actually signi scant, either statis- ,

tically or educationally, Consistency in describing data fluctuations

is similarly lacking: Thus, a 3% difference is. termed'"Very similar,"

while a *2Z differencp is elsewhere termed %ignifi,cant,!.'
. .

,

11....

q
1:

., .
. :, ,r

. ,-.?
1**

* Calling attention to the higher rates of question7akingend!iaikirii to :.*-711124
. .

peers duringseat work seems implausible' when the highest peentage was
. ..

. J, ..

-; : . _ -

3%. Other data aresimilaily exaggerated. 6tAiiainterpreted.
. .

1 N. .

.
.

.
"t



* titanging percentages back tb times sometimes gives a different perspective

on the data. The statement "talking to one's peer and walking around

%the room seem to increase during'seat work activities" is softened-by

the knowledge that the increases range froM"less than half a
51

minute t?

.1ukt over a minute. SimillTly, that "students were waiting/stalled a/

,!Oonsiderable amount'of ti m4" is hard to justify when the percent is
e

changed to actual time; that is; toaboutl to 3 minutes.

*,The percentage reported for time spent on organizational activities was

`7%, but no data are given for the individual grade levels. Presumably,

small-group instruction and non-mathematical activities accounted for-

the remaining 3% of the total time, but these are not mentioned aside

from the initial listing.

* It is curious to observe that the difference between allocated time and.

on -task behavior time is consistently about 11 minutes for each grade

1

level.

*.there is an error in the statement of the results of the RTES study:

if the fifth traders were allocated_44 minutes for mathematics and had

,a 74% engageme t rate, then they were engaged for 32.6 minutes not 35.

.
..$1,

*Minutes ar expressed to the hundtedths' place, conferring An unrealistic

level of precision on the data& .

i
. .

Why was INaiting/stalled Included in the table on off-task behaviors,
,,

With a footnote to indicate that it is an icaemic_behaviorY .Which is,

*interpretation of some data might change based =on the-Placement of

this -category, -yet no xatilonale is tiiren.for its placement.

*%Theconclusibn that the percentage Of,Waitpg/stalled behavior appears.

to increase in each grade,c,hiingseat work is not suppOrted.bythe data

.only in :trade. 7 is:it. higher.

. e,
-

.4_

a
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. .). 1

* Alternative
conjectuA

res arise. at several points in the discussion. Edr!. .

.-_14stance, the ,statement s made that seat work becomes more difficult at
. f

higher grade revels. It could just as easily be concluded that students

, have learned at it is ,easier to wait for the teacher, to show them how:
.

.

to work the:problem thati_ii is to attempt it themselves.
/

2-.. "
. ',*, '

4.

-

.

* There islitige conjeturing about the -Variadce in .engagement rates

across the-4ays Of the, week. In partiCular,-the.engagement rates of

grade 1 on Thurildey t59Z and 58 %' snit Friday (94Z and 9511-axe. suspicious.
0

"What mathemattcs content was being taught in these lessons, and how.was

4T.OtT'' Were different materials being uses? Was a test Ong

given? Were' extracurricular activitieg,

factorscaffecting in- class behaviors?

an assembly; or other'"outside"

. . .. /7. ::: .
. t e4 . . De

* Was the time of dy-eaditlass was observed controlled?
.4

...,-,. -',,,

,

0
. ,

. ,

.* ,Thevreseirchers appeared to be ttying:to convince the reader of the

significance of the research through the use of4the words "interesting"

and. "interestingly" then discussing the results of the-study. They
. .

obviously did-not:-appear to be used appropriately in many places.

-

And` them is i-finlai4omment from the reviewer who declined to review
.

'thgstudy; it4s included -.as a.-geherarcautionto writers: "The

authors of this study telegraph what to me is the meager worth of this

investigation when they state at leaSt five times,in the artide that

further study orresearch.is needed to determine the-'actual effect 6

various variables. They seem to be saying that their work asks more

questions than it,answers. li:this.is the case, and,I think it is,. I'
.,

ffetl to see the relevance of this study:

1

' ;-.d

7=2'2
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Carpenter,,Thomas P. and Moser, James M. THE ACQUISITION OF ADDITION'
AND SUBTRACTION CONCEPT4,IN GRADES ONE THROUGH THREE. Journal for

., Research id Mathematic§ Education 15:_ 179-202; May l'984:
i

, -

--
Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E.-by CHARLES E. LAMB, The

.-University O Texas at-Austin.

1.: ptirlibse
:.s...,..

A primary goal of -this research is to describe- the major stages

inthe devilopment of addition and subtraction concepts and skills.

A three-year Longitudinal study of children's solutions on simple

addition and subtraction word problems provides a test of the assumption&
---

underlying recently proposed models of the knowledge'and procedures
--

underlying children's solutions tb simple ttird problems., .

Rationale".

.

The study of children's wArk on addition and subtraction has been .

.

'popular since the turn of the century. From these studies, a' reasonably
t ,

well-defined ;et.4of childreq's strategies has elOrged.In general,

children tenfo.operate_in.a.mannef that models the actions or
c:'''....---t A .

. ,'
-'-;i,elationvitIe074tecribed in t_p!oblem.' 'Basic addition strdtegied.

.- ...
. ., .

-(use of 'fingers And objects,.cOuntingsequences, and memorization of
e,

basic facts) and subtraction strategies (separation, idisaing,addeld.
1

. .

and comparison)' are discussed,in detail. Details of proposed models
. .

.

...--

for skill development are also desCribed. Although-the study was-
. .- .,

.

started prior to-the generation of these modeli, the date-do.provide

:

. .
. I. -;-

an empirical test the assumptions underlying the models and file,
- .

models provide a good conceptual framework for analyzing/the data-..;:. 0. -..,,
0 : ,

collected.

I ,

I
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to
.3. Research Design and Procedures

a

"A three-yelr longitudinal studt was designed to study the processes

that young children 'use to solve 6impl4 addition and subtraction

,,,,Itioxd problems and how tfiese processes riolveover'time."' Clinical -

intery were peed to polle4t data. .Children were interviewed three

times'eadh year iniiistiand second gradei (beginning, 'middle; and .end)
. -

.

and twice in the ehiWgiade-(beginning and middle)., The study f011owed
.

.pupils, from a point prior to addition and subtraction instruction to.

a point following algorithmic instructio.

Ilil

Six basic types of problems..were chosen for the study. The

problems :were -administered.uridei six different porlaitions over .the

course of the study. Conditions varied due to number -size and the

availability of manipulative.materials. Number triples were assigned

to problem types using a 6 x 6 Latin-square designs This gave six sets

of probleme'foi each problem condition. The problems were randomly

assigned to students.

The subjects were 144firstgrade children in Muliion, Wisconsin.
. .

All schools used a modified version of Developing Mathematical PrOcesses
$.

. .

for their curriculum. Eighty-eight children were in the final'sample
, . e. -I,

and all data-are presented from this sample. ClasSroom activities

for the period of the study are briefly, outlined.

4. Findings 4

The data indicate that children are not entirely consiiientin

choice of solution strategies. HoOever, 'certain patterns did tend to

notacross subjects. The effect of MsgnitUde of nonumbers did t'Y

appear to be significant unless it caused a change in strategy choile

for solution of the problem.

1

1.

471:14:P"--
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, . 7
In terms of addition peformance, the results are clearly sugge- ive

oi'-the fact that children initially sOlve problems with a count -all

strategy; ihenmove to counting-on, and finally employ the use of
...-" .. , I. .

nuMVer facis.- There is:somewhat less compelling evidence'for a
...4, - - -

vseparttlotror stages for counting on from
-.0

first number and counting
4.1- ",... . .

On 'from liirger.:Atukherb- -4 -
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t

' With regard to subtraction, children' emplOy additiye actions td
-. . . . ., ..

Is ' . I' ,. 1 e , .. .:.

.1.00k at join -missineaddend problems. Analogous results were obtained
'.--- .

- . _
.

for separate problems. Combine
,
and compare problems produced ambiguous

-7% f

.results.

44' Number facts (memorized) and derived number facts played an

important part in problem solution. Most children iiere 'using number
. ,

facts in some way by. tie end of the 'studxr.

Five levels of

(1) -Level .0

(2) Level 1

03 Level- 2 1.

/(4)\-'Levetd' -

(5) Level 4

O

development wereAdentified:,

unElle-to soi.;re anY4problemp

direct.modelini

teansitatal-period.

counting strategies.

'n4Mberfacts

. h

5. Interpretirlont_ .

4, . -

..-

.. . -y . 1

1 "The OariEteriation.of children's perlormanco duet is proposed
.

iri this paimrils.not as precise as.phe models developed by Briars and
. - -

Larkin (in preys) And by Rileret al, (1983Y. However, the data presented
_.- ... .., %

tall into -question whether such specific models'4an, capture the , -

.. i .
_ .. . . ., .

variability in thildren's performance." ''Simm.

..

alterations in the model
.._.

r

. l .

are suggated by theieresultb.

1.

Tet
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O w .

The study indicates that it is not necessary to save word problems
i

.until computational skills are ma tered. Instructional activities'

should capitalize on children's na oral problem- solving capabilities
. .

-rathe r than setting up artificial sityatiops. Instruction could, in
.

.

thequture, more closely follow the progression of skills identified'

4

.-

here.
. .

11111 .
.

4.
,

. ) .

., Abstactor's Comments
4.

. . ,
.

II
(1), The empirical verification of hypothesized models in'mathematics

.
education is an istpostresearch ,activity.

It(2) The stud looks at bisic.skill devellipment and makes comments

° with instructional implications.

(3) The report is extremely thorough and detailed. ,So much so, in II
;.

fact,'that it is a little hard to follow at times.

(4) The background
i

Iteetion refers to other studies for a deeper tt II

/ 4

reviek of the literature. More elaboration on studies could have
. .

, b!eq done, such As, gor example, work done by Le Blfnc, Steffq,
. . .

1Ginsburg, and others.
.

, .

(5) The presentation of data is well-done (both tables and figures).

(6) 'In general, the study is A fine one. More in-depth, 'longitudinal, .

clinical work of this type is badly ;needed in mathesiat*ism

education. .

t

.111.'

ti

1

.1*

1
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Charles,'Randap I. and Lester, Frank K., Jr. ANHEVALUATION.VA PROCESS -t

ORIENTED INSTRUCTIONAL: PROGRAM IN MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN
GRADES 5 AND 7. Journal-for Research in Mathematics Sbacition 15: 15-3A;
Jiinuary 1984/ A .. .;.

i
. ,

...8 ,

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by WALTER SZETELA, The
University ofBritish Columbia.

1. Purpose t

A
. o . .. j ,, a.

,..
. 4 .. .* ). , A 0, 0 '

The effectiVeness of a Mathematical Problem Solv.ing,(MPS);,prOgramwas 9.
.4, L. i s. 4/

1.' .,'
evaluated at grade levels 5 and:7 on the folloiing basis: %. -*; *:

. : .b
.

.
. , .- .

a) A comparikon of the problem
1

-olving performance of st entUAr 4e,
. .,

-.4,-

1, participating Lithe program with students -whose prob ein -solving:
.

1

instruction was limited to regular textbook material. ° .-

.. .

.
b) The nature of changes inlstudents' problem- solving performance aver

. .

three periodst of about 8 weeks each. .". :. L :

c} The attitudes c;f4tWachers toward'problem-solving and the i lira rim'.
. 4 , l0

I

2. Rationale

. .
. e / 4 .

Other instructional programs on.problem-solvid&bave'proctotie the . -,,

- . u
.

4* . . i I 4mt,

learning of problem-solving strategies, ekaphasized solving proplems and

encouraged an active ioli.for the teacher. In addition to!Olese /
...

characteristics of problem-solving de MPS priagram ;focused loot
-_.

each phase of Polyei s foUr.-sc7age model of problem-solvfng,emphasized .

11..

extensiresopfirience with.progess problems,,pojight to deverop.studente.Ase
... 110*

abilities to select and use a variety oPstrategiesc anteincorporated' **-: t

.. .

3 Resegrch Design and Proceduret
(e.n..

1 **.- !

a specific teachings strategy for problem-solving. .
,

P 1 . -04

1.
. ' " 01 '..... i* .';.4

- ,.1 . c
-1' ..,.

. . ..

0 . ° - . '. ''.1
'3... 1L;,.

. e . i

.

.
A
.

! I i .

. .?.;',..11k

. The MPS program was a evrrildluM'rese ch and development' project ' , ..
. . ,

:
..

s
.

. ,.

sponsored Ntoy ,the West' Virg a DeRartmen of Education, Tile prograci . - * .,...
..

* - i'.
.:41.-.

contiste4 of (a) instruct onal maters s for problem-sIlving;i- .,-

- 1 .
i 1 6

, . .4 .. .

.

.

..

40,

. . I -I
.

. .

9 , 5 4 ..'

Ar

.:.-

. 4 .. 4.

* . ..
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4/ 4.
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(b) gutdelinei suggesting ways to create a dlaasebom atmospheretd

enhance - problem- solving succeas and (6) # te4hingcsirategy for
,

problem-solving. Fron06-schodia in foUr counties in Vest.yirginia:-

23 seventh-grade teachers were asked to participate Id aproaem-solming- ,

project. Teachers' classevwete assigned to treatment,Or:conti3OlogVoups

to maintain "roughly-equal mean: achievement on the COmpreheqsive Test

of BasicSkilis (CTBS, 1973)".:ComPlete data were available for 10-fgrade

5 treatment classes and 11control classes'and in grade 7 for .10 treat-,

ment and 13 control classes, 1W -
.

--

Teachers in treatment classes-received 3 hours of training on use.

of the MPS program prior to.the pretest. During the 23 weeks of the 10
-

-

study, each treatment class was observed at least three times "to

assae proper implementation of the progrim.:", Treatment classes had

theregular mathematics program andlifie MPS program in the same.perio.d.

By the end of, the study, treatment'And control Classes had,covered the

same. number of pages in the textbook. '

#.

Three mathematics educators wrote problems for two item pools, one

for fifth grade and one.for seventh irade.,Problais wereto,be at three

levels of difficult04nd such thai'"i student Of average ability should

be to save ,after_participating in a food problem - solving program

for one. year." At each of grades 6:and 7i-four forms of a 'test were'
P.

developed. Each form coma led two compleX translation problems-and
Pr\two .proCess problem": .

.

One form of the test waiadministered to each studefit in September.
.

as a preteitiv.,Afier 23 weeks, a,different:form of the-test was given

as-aposttest:.Studentsintherteatment group tooktwo other forms of

the' test,. one after 8 weeks.and one- after 16'weeka7of instruction.

a. Problem-solvingperformance was, assesse hree dimensions:
.4k

understanding the problem, using strategies in planning to solve the

ti
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problem, and the result of work on the problem. Each d ensidib:mas

score '0, .1, or 2-for poor, fair, and good performance:re ectively..

Scojs for the two complex probleis were combined, and score for the

two procesi problems were combined. .Thus, on three dimensions evaluated,

there were six scores for each test. Intercoder reliabilities f r two

trained scorers ranged from 0.77 to 0.95.

4. Results
--

Test-data were analyzed by analyses of covariance, and teachers 1
._. ---

wer \3nterViewed for comment§ about the IPS program.

On all measures except for result for, complex translation problems

at both grade levels, treatment classes scored significantlrhigher

than
-
control classes.

. -

. -
or classes in the MPS program,. on the dimension oft unders.tatidin_g,

, s

j the greatest growth:occurred diming the firsts.g-week period, at both

grade levels, for-both translation and process- problemi.

Oft-theplerining.dimension, the investigators discuss the steadiness

of growph.by-grade 5. classes and,sonleOiriabgity-lor grade 7 classes.
. -

1kmmver , - gm* s- displaying .tie growth patterns shOW strikingly similar

veSults for underatand g.and.planning at both_grade levels and both

types-of prObleds:

--t

r.
Results ofinterviews withteichers indicated that teachers grew

. -

',lore:positive about problem - solving and their ability, to'teach it,

foundClearly,structuKed.gnidelines for implementing the programvaluable,

and felt low achievers were motivated, by the program; most of the teachers

alsofound thelfP§ *grim "teiChsble.".%
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5. Interpretations -------

The authors concluded that the MPS program did* succeed in improving

students' success in4roblem solving on-dimensions of-understanding

processand planning, and that the MPS program is _mope successful with process

problems thaktrenslation problems. The program -did not substantially .

'improVe sucass'on_obtaining correct'results. The MPS prograbad.a

positive iifluente on,teachers and has the: strength of'ubeing.organized

in a way that teachers. Can use it with very little in-service training.

The authors recommend a change of focus from instruction variables

to_student and process variables through observations of students as

they solve problems.

Abstractor's Comments4,

Charles and Lester have,conducted an important study, the type whiCh

is critical for any hope of achieving the problem-solving goals stated

-in the NCTM"s Agenda for Action. Without problem-solving programs for

teachers which -ire "teachablethere-may:be-mOretalk about problem

.soiving-but less action, in.the.classroom. The'MPS,programeppears to
.

be a sound and well-developed' prograe which, can be integrated with

regular mathematics prograWs in.classrooms wish relatively little in-

service training.

The authors. have-recognized Some limitations of the study such is

a lackofobservation of students actually Working on problems. This

practical problem doeeot dimit sA"poiitive effects noted from paper-'

and-pencil tests. Abe authors also recognize the limitations of using

volunteer teachers when making generalizations. -
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the following areedditional/comments and limitations:

-- ''

I. Although the authors dO point out the limitations concerning the

effects of administe4ng two problem-solving tests at intermedia

stages to the treatment groups, their.justification on the

grounds that the "test problems replaced the instructional

3.

.problems on-the dairs of'the tests" and that the students Were

unaware that the test problems were being used for test purposes

is tenuous. Th

from the extra

useful to de

MPS classes may well have gained.advantages

testing. The authors were interested in changes

he'MpS_ program developed. It would-haVe been

ermine,as well what'changes were taking place. with

classes'fol owing a regular problem-solving program.

The authors mentioned three levels of difficulty in the item

poolpf problems and °also a statement abodt the desirability of

an,average student being Able to solve the problems.' 'The .

conditions seem contradictory. Other- than.rehrring to problems
- - ./.

as complex-tran Lion or prqoe problems, the nature of the

problems actually used-is a mystery for the reader. It would

have_beenoiezy helpful to provide examples of probleft at, the

two grade levels reported.

I
There.is-a contradiction between a graph ,that shows the trends

. -

for planning inthe grade 7 process problems andthe statement

_that2studente,in,-grade 7-exhibited -sip*Ier-ilprevememl,raiss,

during the first and thirdperiods and A much slower rate during .

.

tbe middle period," The graph,indicateethat the greatest growth

occurred in the first; )41od and. the slowest growth -in the third
.

period, 1)mm:the graph it Appears'that growth rates were about

0:6, If.X4 and 0.10.approximately.

1

1 -
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4. Suggested daily time allotments for,problem-solving were as low

as 3 minutes and- as much as 25 Minutes.: It would have been

useful to obtaininformation oh the apptoximate amount of rime

devoted to problew:solving by both treatment and control grobp

teachers. A*questionnaire to obtain such information would

have enhanced the information-githered from Interviews of
_ fp

teachers in the treatment group.

i!1

5. The evaluation scoring scheme gave equal weight to understanding,

planning, and-result in the. proglems. The means obtained on

dimensidns of understanding and-planning are so similar that one

cannot help but ask the question: Are they really measuring the

same thing? For the translation problems the means- are almost

identical. In 8 comparisons the means for understanding and

planning differ aitmostby,0.04 (unadjusted. means). For process

proble the greatest difference between, means for the same two
,

dime sionslis*0.19. This observati4 illustrates the difficulties
op.4"

of evaluation in-problem-solving; a point not unnoticed by the

authors, who suggest the need to develop.Valid and reliable

prOblemsolving.instrumentk.

Despite-these obserVatiOns and limitations, overall,, arIes and

Lester.have deRonstrated a much needed model for classrdom implementation- _

of problem.solving which appears eo be,a sterling eXample of practical
. .

researchithin reach of any interested teacher.
_ .
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Clute, Pamela S.- MATHEMATICS ANXIETY, INSTRUCTIONAL METHOD, AND
ACHIEVEMENT IN A.-SURVEY COURSE IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS. -Journal for
Research in Mathetatics'Education1-45: 50-58; January 1984. .

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by RUTH ANN MEYER, Western
Michigan University.

1. Purpose

The stated purpose of this study was to look at they relationship

of anxiety and.teaching method, and their' interaction to mathematics

achievement.

2. Rationale_

The author

achievement is

comments that although research has shown that mathematics

related to mathematici anxiety and that research'also

supports the notion that teactfing behaviors and techniques such as

direct instruction make a difference- in-studentachievement, no one

had previously investigated the relationship,ofthe two factors,

mathematics anxiety and instructionarletfiod,;to Mathematics achievement.

0 11

'-Consequently, she designed a study forwhich she, hypothesized' that

copege students with low mathematics, anxiety would perform higher on.

a mathematics achievement test when taught using a-discovery approach,

'ANwhereis'students with high anxiety would find an expository approach

more conducive ;to learning."

.

,

3. %lbw:march Design and, Procedures

- . .
- . A

5ubjects1 The subjects were 44 college' students 4 Ahe,University

. Of California,, Riverside, and 37 students at,Californiatate,College,

San 'Bernardino, 00 enrolled .in- a mathematics survey course. The ,'--
. . .

.

'purpose,of_this survey Course was to teach logical,.problem-solvinp
, e

. . . 4. .

. 114 .cr i 4c a i ihiiikitig aspects of 'Various. Mathematics topics.
.

. .- .i

or.

Oje."

y 1. 7

e7Nr
-

Go

rt
°.
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24,

Procedures: Subjects were separated into high medium, and low

anxiety groups as determined by their scores on the Mathematics

Anxiety-Rating Scale.(MARS). At eachC011ege, studints were rank-'

ordered according to,their MARS scores and,rindomly'assigned to one

of two treatment groups, direct instructiorkdiscovert or direct

instruction expniitOry-.)The University of California and California

State University MatheMitics Test OC/CSU) was then administered to

the sample to assess Students' abilityio handle high-school-level

algebiaic.cOmputations and to assess the equiyalende of the two

treatment groups within and across colleges-withrespect to these

-.,skills.

Following the test administration, the author taught the same

survey topics to the two treatment groups at each of the colleges.

Her role in the discovery method was "to facilitate the lesson, and

guide students toward a discovery of the daily objectives through

questioning strategies." In the expository.method, her goal was to

present a well-organized lecture that would present the daily,

objectives in a clear nanner. At ,the end 'of the quarter, she

'a 'dministered aMultiple-choice mathematics acbievetent test (MAT)

that she had developed to measire how well the students had acquired

the survey course content.

Findings .

..Sincethere were no significant college effects for the deScriptive

data of the MARS and the-lie/CU Mathematics Test for the two treatment,

groups,.data from the two colleges. Were Rpoled. An analysis of

variance of the pooled data: showed a,significanVinxiety'effect
,

. .

1PeG.01).-Students-vith,bigh_matheiatitasnxiety scored loWer on the
. .

..7.- -,-...... . ... ,.- - . . .

matheiatici achievement cestthan did thosestudents with low
.

. . .. .

..- ,
T440-imatWAnkiety./The-difference between the two treatment Methods

_

waq.noEticigfiiMantibowever, there was a significant interaction
:,--. ./-
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between method and anxiety level. Groups with a high level of a'
mathematics anxiety seemed to score higher when taught by the .expository

method, whereas low and medium anxiety level groups seemed to score

higher when taught by the discovery method.
. t---

/

When the items of MAT were classified i/ito low and high cognitive
/ «

levels, an analysis of-variance of the low item scoies showed

significant effects for anxiety and for t e method-by-anxiety inter-

action, with the differences in the sim7/.direction,as before. An

analysis of variance for the highTlevelLitems showed a significant

main effect for method (discovery groups performed better), a

significant main effect for anxiety (higher performance was associated

with lower anxiety), and no significant interaction between method

and, anxiety..

5. ,Interpretations

"The results of the study provide new evidence .that high-anItiety

students may benefit more in terms of achievement when taught using
.

an expository method whereas low-anxiety students may benefit more when

taught bya'discovery method. If the desired outcome is correct

answers to high-level questions, a discovery method may benefit

students at all leyels of anxiety. xt seems highly likely that another-

variable, confidence, could interact with instructional method and

affect.schievement." (0. 57)

1.

Abstactor's Comments
.L

The investigator's findings seem to support an hypothesis 'that I

have'accepted for. some time in college classroom Situations. Students

with high- anxiety do seem to lizirn better when- taught ,using an

expository method,' whereas low or moderate anxiety students prefer a
,

guided, discovery approach. Since i cannot separate students by anxiety
1 .,- .. . .

. levels, 1 adjist by ,variinvend combining methods of instruction. ,! .

. .

' t

d
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(., One questions, however, the credence that should be placed in a
. . ,

study such as this. The anxiety- -level groups wererelatively'small;
Illr

the high'anxietylevel at San Bernardino had only five students for

each instruction inethod. Mbreover, orie may question the procedure
-.

that was used to form the anxiety group4 The investigator adjusted
.

.:

cut-off scores of MARS for the low, medium, and high groups in order .

...

.to have approxiiately equal. groups. One questions whet high, mediusi,

olow anxiety really:mean. How can, there ever be cross-study .

comparisons if investigators continue to change cut-off scores, for
. -

the anxiety levels?

Two minor errors are:

In Tablk 1, the first anxiety level for theJ1C/CSU test

should be High.

For Tables 4 and 5, the maximum scores are interchanged..
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